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Introduction 

 

Writing is a solitary pursuit, and when I first began I didn’t know who 

to turn to for advice. Creative writing courses were too expensive, so I 

decided to educate myself. Not long ago I decided to share my notes from 

lectures, workshops, seminars, books, blogs, and more in the form of a 

blog, which I christened The Writer’s Tool Shed.  

Blogs can be a little clunky and hard to use in my experience, so I 

thought I’d compile everything into a handy little ebook. And here we 

are: Volume One, containing everything published so far at The Writer’s 

Tool Shed.  

I hope it provides some useful tips and hints to help you on your quest 

to publication! 
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Chapter One: 

The process of writing and a few motivational tools 

 

When I first began writing it’s fair to say I was ignorant of most of 

the ‘rules’. I just had an urge pick up a pen and get things down on paper. 

Not long ago I came to review some of the first bits of writing I did. The 

first draft of an opening chapter of the novel I’m currently working on 

is over 12,000 words long—a totally unacceptable length for any chapter, 

unless your book is designed to dissuade people from the act of reading. 

But since then I’ve gone out of my way to learn as much about the art of 

creative writing as possible, and I learn new things every day.  

So the purpose of this book is to share with you these tips and ‘rules’ 

that I’ve picked up along my journey so far. And I think there’s no better 

place to start with than the process of writing.  

What do I mean when I say process? In short, picking up a pen and 

getting something down. Everyone ought to be encouraged to write. 

There’s a tale to tell in all of us. Creativity unshackles the mind, stirs the 

soul, can change lives. “I want to write, but I just don’t know how.” I’ve 

heard this plenty of few times, and what I’m hearing is what do you 

actually do to write? Is there a way that everyone does it? Or does it 
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merely involve picking up a pen or typing on a keyboard, or if you’re a 

vintage-obsessed hipster, a typewriter? Well yes, it is that simple. Pick 

up a pen, write, and see what works for you. 

Process is unique to every writer. Sarah Penny, author of the award-

winning The Essex Serpent says she writes in fifty five minutes bursts. 

Brandon Sanderson, it seems, can churn out a novel a week. George R.R. 

Martin insists on using an ancient computer. “Write drunk, edit sober,” 

the famous words of Hemingway. Everyone is different. Nobody is right. 

Nobody is wrong. Do whatever works best for you. You may have to wear 

a particular t-shirt, drink from a specific mug, sit in a north-facing 

position. Whatever you need to help you reach that zone.  

Do you plan first or just wing it? Again, this is down to whatever you 

prefer. Personally, I begin with a black pen (always black, Papermate if 

possible) a fresh page free of creases, a mug of green tea, a cushioned 

chair and quiet. At this stage the chains of imagination are unshackled, 

ideas explored and questioned, conflicts conjured, problems solved. 

Whatever pops into my head is jotted down. Nonsensical ideas included. 

Some people simply cannot plan, detest the idea on all levels. Again, 

this is fine. Exploratory writing can yield some great results. It avoids 

formulaic plots because the writer is discovering as they go along, 
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making it difficult for the reader to work out what will happen next. A 

happy medium between planning and exploratory writing is where I lie. 

I like to know where I’m going, but sometimes the way ahead isn’t clear, 

so I roll with it.  

Next, the first draft. Ride that wave of momentum, harness the 

excitement of putting your literary jigsaw together. Stephen King 

describes the process of writing the first draft as “writing with the door 

closed”. Nail hits head. That first draft, nine times out of ten, isn’t going 

to impress the Man Booker judges. And that’s fine. The door is closed, 

nobody can peer over your shoulder. Let it flow out of you. If a word 

comes into your head that you don’t quite know the definition of, but 

sounds good, put it down. If you find yourself going off on a bit of a 

detour, let yourself wander. Let it all out like a glorious fart kept at bay 

until your partner leaves the room.  

The second draft is where you can see what works and what doesn’t. 

For me, the second draft involves the process of typing up the 

handwritten first. The, “Did I actually write this shit?” bits are cut, the 

story refined, passive voice eradicated, adjectives and adverbs tempered, 

characters voices given clarity. It’s an on-going process, akin to 

sculpting, though admittedly I have no experience of the process of 
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sculpting, but I’m guessing you begin with a rough shape and refine it 

into a work of art.  

Draft after draft follows. There’s no limit to how many you should 

do, but I’d say aim for at least seven or eight. Printing off your work and 

editing it on paper is an invaluable step. Draft until you feel you can do 

no more. And then, as Stephen King suggests, lock it away in a draw for 

a few weeks. The longer the better. Forget about it completely, so when 

you finally revisit you come at it with fresh eyes.  

This is the process that works for me. The biggest challenge I find 

is making myself start. The laptop will be open, the cursor winking, but 

that fish tank needs a clean. Procrastination is the devil. The only person 

who can help you defeat it is yourself. Telling yourself “no” ain’t always 

enough, so below are a few tips to help you get going, as well as helping 

you with the process of writing.  

  

Writing groups 

Brandon Sanderson is a massive advocate of writing groups. I will admit 

to being hesitant at first, but after giving it a go I’ll never look back. 

There’s something special about meeting up with a gang of like-minded 
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folk (or even just a friend or two). A group provides much guidance, the 

invaluable truth, and above all encouragement and belief.  

If you’re the kind of person that needs a deadline, a writing group 

can give you this. If everyone is workshopping a piece at the next 

meeting, you don’t want to be the only one empty-handed. I implore you 

to reach out to fellow writers, or even avid readers, and form a group. 

Even if it’s just one person, you’re better together than you are alone. 

If you’re looking for a group, get in touch. I’ll do anything I can to 

help you out. I’d always recommend looking into writing forums (which 

we’ll come to next), genre-specific communities on Reddit, such as 

r/fantasy and r/fantasywriters; Facebook has mountains of groups for 

you to join and engage, and the people there are extremely helpful. For 

fantasy fans, the Fantasy Writer’s Support Group is excellent.  

  

Writing forums 

Writing forums can provide a great source of inspiration. You’re joining 

a community of fellow writers, interacting in a place where all facets of 

writing can be discussed, from authors and genres, to dialogue and 

character development. Some forums host monthly competitions, such 

as poetry, flash fiction and short stories, as well as providing writing 
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prompts and spaces for you to share your work for critique. The people 

you’ll meet are so knowledgeable, helpful and encouraging it’ll restore 

your faith in humanity. They can be quite addictive, mind. Here’s a few 

to get you started (the majority are related to fantasy): 

 

Reading 

Reading some of your favourite authors can inspire you to get going. It 

might be a scene, it might even just be a sentence, but that could spark 

the creativity pilot light. It can help you find your writing voice too. Read 

for a bit, then have a write. It’s how I start every day. 

  

Targets 

Set yourself targets! Stephen King says he aims for 2,000 words a day. If 

you can achieve that, you can finish a novel in around 3 months, and 

good on you for doing so! With everything life has to throw at us though, 

writing 2,000 words can seem a mammoth challenge and simply put, 

you’ll shy away from it, then beat yourself up for not doing it.  

Set achievable goals. If you get up at 8am and you’re working an 

eight hour shift at 12pm, be realistic. The main thing is to make yourself 

do something every day. Make it a part of your daily routine, such that it 
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pisses you off when you’re robbed of a chance to do some work, makes 

you feel guilty when you’re doing something else when you could be 

clocking up words. It may just be a sentence, a bit of editing, or creative 

thinking. Just make yourself do something. Every letter written is 

progress.  

  

Forget everyone else 

This is something I have to remind myself quite often. When you read 

fantastic and successful authors it’s easy to feel intimidated. How could 

I ever conjure such a detailed and magical world as Middle Earth? Devise 

such intricate and exciting plots like those in A Song of Ice and Fire? Banish 

all these thoughts from your mind. All you’re doing is heaping pressure 

on yourself, pressure that will dissuade you from writing.  

Write for yourself. Write because you have a story that needs to be 

told. Write because if you don’t your head will explode. Your story is your 

story, told in your own way. It’s easy to feel envious of successful 

authors; we’ve all been there. But such feelings will hold you back. 

Instead, learn as much as you can from those you admire and seek to 

better yourself at every opportunity.   
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Chapter Two: 

Plotting and story 

 

People want to read stories. Yes, interesting characters are important—

to some more important than the story itself—but there needs to be an 

interesting premise, intriguing concepts, exciting adventures. Your 

heroic warrior protagonist might have all the depth of the oceans, but if 

all she does is decapitate orcs, the reader’s going to feel pretty headless 

too.  

Let’s get a couple of definitions out of the way before we dive 

deeper: 

 

Story – is a sequence of events. This happened, then that happened. 

 

Plot – encapsulates the sequence of events, plus character 

motivations. A plot develops out of conflicts which affect the 

characters. An example of a story would involve a man dying, 

followed by his wife. A plot would involve the death of a man, 

followed by his wife, but her death is the result of a broken heart. 
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What then makes a good plot? Interesting characters and an 

interesting premise have been mentioned. Conflict is another crucial 

one. Let’s explore.  

 

Character motivation 

What the protagonist needs or chooses to do has to matter. For instance, 

a woman’s daughter is kidnapped and she has just two days to raise a 

million pound to pay the ransom. There’s a lot at stake there. But don’t 

just settle for that. If you can, increase the stakes, so by the end it’s life 

or death. 

  

Character flaws 

Using character flaws is a good way to enhance a story. Not only do flaws 

enable the reader to connect more with the character, but it adds a 

unique perspective to the struggles they go through. Flaws also provide 

a terrific source of conflict. There are physical flaws, like Tyrion 

Lannister from A Song of Ice and Fire having dwarfism, or Yarvi in Joe 

Abercrombie’s Half a King having only one hand. Or mental challenges, 

like depression or a lack of confidence. The latter are terrific sources of 

conflict, and in particular are relatable to contemporary readers. Mental 
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health is arguably one of the biggest crises of our generation with more 

people suffering from depression and anxiety than ever. Explore it in 

your tales!  

 

Promises 

It’s important to make the right promises early on. When you sit down to 

read a gritty thriller and get a couple of hundred pages in, the last thing 

you want is for the antagonist to whip out a wand and start turning 

everyone into dung beetles. The reader will feel cheated, annoyed and 

angry—everything you don’t want. So if you do happen to be writing a 

gritty thriller featuring magic, drop the magic in early on. 

So how can you make promises to your readers from the off? One 

way is through prologues. There’s a fair amount of debate as to the 

usefulness of prologues. If done well, they can really enhance a story. If 

done badly you’ve lost your reader before the story even gets going. One 

trap some tend to fall into is to use it as an opportunity to info dump and 

world-build. Throwing too many names of people, places or concepts, 

especially in fantasy where the names are weird, is going to cabbage your 

reader’s head. World-building will be discussed in its own chapter, but 
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in short, the trick is to tease the details of your world into the story. 

Show the tip of the iceberg, a little bit of leg. 

An example of a good prologue is that in A Game of Thrones. Gripping, 

intriguing, action packed. It’s very different to the first few chapters, but 

it provides crucial promises of what’s to come. Very little magic or 

supernatural things occur throughout the bulk of the A Song of Ice and Fire 

books. Without that prologue some may assume that magic does not 

exist at all, so when white walkers start reanimating the dead (sorry for 

the spoiler) then it’s not an anger-provoking surprise. 

The prologue in Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark is another 

example of a great opening. The reader is introduced to this competent 

character navigating his way through an ancient ruin to recover a 

treasure. He evades traps and pitfalls and gets what he wants, but as he’s 

about to escape, drops the treasure. An exciting opening with the right 

promises made about the character—that he’s competent, but has flaws, 

and immediately we want to know more. 

Here’s an interesting thread on Reddit discussing prologues:  

 

Progress 
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Keep that story moving! The reader must feel they are going 

somewhere—exploring ancient ruins or vibrant cities, walking through 

great battles and experiencing intimate moments in characters’ lives. 

Not just places, though, they must feel the characters are taking steps to 

achieve their goals. If for six chapters the protagonist is just sailing to 

some faraway land, the reader will want their bloody ship to sink. What 

twists could happen? Could they encounter a sea monster, a pirate ship, 

a deadly storm (though, shipwrecks have been done to death). A story 

with a lack of progress provokes frustration.  

 

A few tools to help with plotting 

A number of helpful tools and methods exist to help you with plotting, 

most of which I’ve picked up from best-selling fantasy writer Brandon 

Sanderson.  

 

The bracketing method 

This approach is helpful if there’s a lot going on in your story. In short, 

when a plot begins a bracket is opened, and then as it resolves, the 

bracket is closed. An example will best explain how this works: 
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The three act format 

This tends to be used in films, though its usefulness extends to all forms 

of storytelling. It’s a simple tool which helps to break down a story. The 

graphic below describes it: 
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Sanderson’s plotting techniques 

The font of knowledge himself has offered his own plotting device. He 

begins by building a series of promises or great events that could take 

place in a story. So for example if we look at Star Wars, the key events or 

promises there: 

 Destroying the Empire; 

 Defeating the Emperor, an all-powerful Sith lord; 
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 A character from humble beginnings learning the ways of the 

Force; 

 Restoring light amongst the universe. 

The next step is to ask yourself how can these be achieved. Each point 

must progress the story toward a conclusion, with interesting conflicts 

and red herrings along the way. “One simply does not walk to Mordor,” 

as we all know. Thinking of the likes of relationships, mysteries, 

journeys and character flaws can help too. 

 

Sub-plots 

If your story is following one particular path, with little to break it up, a 

sub-plot can provide a welcome change. Or if your plot is feeling thin, 

consider including sub plots. Too many sub-plots, however, can confuse 

a reader.  

Ian Rankin, the genius behind the Detective Inspector Rebus books, 

is a master of the sub-plot. While Rebus is off solving some gruesome 

murder, another plot is bubbling in the background. Rankin leaves you 

unsure as to how it will link with the main plot until the very end. The 

Hanging Garden is an example of a book with excellent sub plotting. 
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Extra reading 

Sanderson recommends a short essay by screenwriter Terry Rossio, 

entitled “Strange Attractor”, and having read it myself, recommend it 

highly. The crux of it is, a story needs to have a good concept, something 

compelling and attractive. It’s not easy to think of something original 

nowadays—if only we were doing this a hundred years ago—but try we 

must.  
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Chapter Three: 

Viewpoint, tense and narrative distance 

 

Viewpoint, in a nutshell, is the perspective through which your story is 

told—the eyes observing what happens. 

There are three main types of viewpoint, but I’m going to throw a 

spanner in the works and say there’s four. Bear with me. You’ve got first 

person, second person, third person limited, and third person 

omniscient. Yes, the last two are both third person, but they’re markedly 

different. Let’s take a look at each, before taking a quick glance at tense 

and lastly narrative distance. 

 

First person 

This is the viewpoint of ‘I’. 

 

“I picked up the sword.”  

“I chopped off his toes.” 

“At hearing a scream I ran outside.” 

“’Who the hell has eaten my macaroons?!’ I demanded.” 
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First person has a present narrator who guides us through the tale—

what they see, think, feel. It’s perhaps the most intimate of all 

viewpoints, the reader sharing the mind of your point of view (POV) 

character. 

 Lovecraft was a big fan of the first person form, and in my view, 

was a master of it. The manner in which he tells his tales makes the 

narrator feel almost invisible. Rarely does he use the word ‘I’. On page 

one of chapter one of  for example, ‘I’ is used just three times. Prose 

riddled with a repetitious word of any kind, ‘I’ one example, can disrupt 

a reader’s flow. 

As with all viewpoints, there are pros and cons. Here’s a few pros: 

 The intimate nature of this approach makes it easier to build 

empathy between the reader and your character. This can be 

particularly helpful if your character is something of an anti-

hero. 
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 For the reasons set out above, it’s immediately immersive for 

the reader, the story grabbing them by the collar and pulling 

them into the action. 

 If the focus of your story is on characters, it’s a great way to 

shine that stage light right on them. 

 

A few cons, to keep things balanced: 

 The narration of the tale is limited to that character. So for 

example, it may be disruptive for the reader to be told the 

thoughts of one character, when the tale so far has been 

through the eyes of another. Your POV character ought instead 

to  infer thoughts and feelings from the body language and 

facial expressions of others. Unless your story is about mind 

reading, in which case disregard this entire paragraph. 

 When writing with ‘I’ it can be easy to slip into your own voice 

as opposed to the characters’. Stay vigilant! 

 It can be tempting to over-indulge in thought or emotional 

reflection at the  expense of moving the story forwards. Keep 

that story moving! 
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 If your POV character isn’t particularly likeable, engaging or 

charismatic the reader may lose interest. 

 You run the risk of peppering a piece with ‘I’s’. If you’ve got a 

lot of them, you could try re-arranging sentences to remove 

them or altering words. 

  

 

Second person 

The second person is the form you’re reading now—the ‘you’s’. The 

narrator addresses the reader directly, which also gives an intimate feel. 

It’s quite unusual to see in fiction, though it a popular form in blogs, for 

example, because it makes for a more engaging read. I hope. 

Literary agent  in his book on writing, , states that “it’s extremely 

stylistic and nearly impossible to keep up for more than a page or two.” 

Sol Stein, master editor, in his book On Writing recommends just shelving 

this approach altogether (in fiction). 
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Third person limited 

Also referred to as third person subjective, this viewpoint tends to be the 

default for many writers. 1984 by George Orwell, a very relevant book at 

the moment and way ahead of its time, is an example of a story written 

in third person. George R.R. Martin uses it in all books of A Song of Ice and 

Fire, so too does James Barclay in The Raven novels … we could list until 

nuclear warfare ends the world—which may not be far off—but we’ve 

all got better things to do. 

Third person limited is similar to first person in that the story 

follows the perspective of one character, allowing the reader to step 

inside their mind. Prose is written in the form of ‘he’, ‘she’, and ‘they’, 

with the tense mainly past, though present sometimes too. Here’s a 

couple of examples: 

 

“James ceased his commentary as something caught his eye. He 

turned abruptly, reached out, and yanked a small boy away from 

Borric’s horse. James lifted the boy off the ground and looked him 

hard in the eyes.” Prince of Blood, Raymond Feist. 

 

http://www.georgerrmartin.com/book-category/?cat=song-of-ice-and-fire
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“Jon blew out the taper he carried, preferring not to risk an open 

flame amidst so much old dry paper. Instead he followed the 

light, wending his way down the narrows aisles beneath barrel-

vaulted ceilings.” A Clash of Kings, George R.R. Martin. 

 

Here’s a few advantages to using this viewpoint: 

 If you enrich your tale with numerous, unique and 

contrasting viewpoints it’ll serve your story well. It gives you 

a wider scope to world-build, develop conflicts and build 

tension. In busy scenes, such as battles, different viewpoints 

give you the ability to explain how things are developing 

across the scene, not just in one section, all the while 

exploring different emotions and reactions. 

 Everyone loves a character that grows from a nobody into a 

hero, and this perspective is a great way to take the reader on 

that journey. 

 It’s the preferred approach by many contemporary writers 

and publishers, which is a big deal when it comes to beating 

the rejection pile. 
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And the disadvantages: 

 As with first person, the narration is limited to your POV 

character. Behaviour can be observed, but thoughts not known. 

 Linked to the above, knowledge is restricted to your POV 

character. For example, if your fantasy huntress has spent her 

entire life in the woods, with no knowledge of civilization, the 

narration would seem a bit odd if cities she didn’t know existed 

were described. 

 

Third person omniscient 

As with third person limited, the story is still about ‘he’, ‘she’ and ‘they’, 

but the narrator tells the reader the thoughts and emotions of all, or a 

large number, of characters. It can be quite a demanding approach, but 

in the right hands works tremendously. J.R.R was an adopter of this 

approach. He tended to stick to the POV’s of a handful of characters—

Sam, Frodo, Aragorn (to name a few)—though dips into the minds of 

others too. I’d say he falls into the realm of the in between. A blend of 

both.  is another fantastic writer who I’d say follows a similar approach. 
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They appear to use a mix of the two, which is very useful when 

describing scenes. 

So why do I keep this and third person limited apart? It’s the styles 

in which they are written. Omniscient follows an all-knowing narrator, 

whereas limited follows the tale of one or a few characters. If anything, 

limited lies closer to first person. 

 

The advantages: 

 You can describe your world without restraint, because you are 

god and you know all. It does not matter if your protagonist has 

never been somewhere, you can describe it down to the last detail. 

 

The disadvantages: 

 It can get quite demanding exploring the thoughts of all or a 

group of characters. Your story may go from a hundred 

thousand word piece to a series of encyclopedic volumes. To 

address this, pick just a handful. 

 Stories told in this form are regarded as quite slow. 
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 According to Penguin Random House, one of the biggest 

publishers on the planet, its fallen out of favour with some 

publishers, mainly because it’s quite an old fashioned style. 

Tchaikovsky proves otherwise. 

 One of the biggest drawbacks is that this viewpoint tends to 

‘tell’ the story, instead of ‘show’ it. 

 The narration can have something of a cold and distant feel, 

with little emotional depth and weak ties to characters. 

 

A few tips on viewpoint from the editors 

Noah Lukeman recommends sticking with one viewpoint until reaching 

a line break. Switching from first to third person within the same 

passage can be confusing for a reader. He’s very much against switching 

viewpoint at all, but says that “if you feel compelled to switch, at least 

do it in a place that will make it less disorientating for the reader.” He 

poses the question: why do you feel compelled to switch? Most times it’s 

down to the POV character lacking something, and encourages you to 

spend more time developing the character. 
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Related to the above point, Sol Stein says, “The choice of point of 

view is yours, but once you’ve decided, be sure that you stick to it as if 

your reader’s experience of the story depended on it. Because it does.” 

Which should you use? Stein recommends the one you feel most 

comfortable with. Try them all, and see for yourself. “… if your work 

isn’t satisfying you, you can always put the draft aside and re-write it 

from another point of view. If you’ve used third person, try first.” 

 

 

Tense 

A few brief points on tense. Past and present are the main weapons of 

choice. Past involves a narrator telling the story after it’s already 

finished. Many of Lovecraft’s tales involved individuals who experienced 

something disturbing and then retelling their tale with perfect recall. 

Past is regarded as the easier of the two to write. 

Present tense involves a narrator telling the story as it happens. This 

approach gives a sense of immediacy—things are happening now. It’s 

not as common as past tense, mostly because it’s seen as quite difficult 

to maintain at length. Short forms of fiction suit it very well, though 

plenty of novels have been written in such a way. Whenever I’ve read 
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something written in the present tense I find it hard to stick with and 

end up putting the book down. 

 

Narrative distance 

At last we arrive at our final destination, narrative distance. This term 

was coined by  in his book . It means how close you take the reader into 

the character’s mind, or into the story. You can think of it like the zoom 

of a camera. How much can be seen through the lense? You can move it 

in and out, focusing on small things, or widening the scale to see the 

broader scene. Here’s a few examples: 

 

“It was winter of 1858. A large man stepped into the blizzard.” The 

language here is quite vague; we’re quite distant from the character. 

 

“Henry hated snowstorms.” This is a bit closer. Not only do we have a 

name, but we’ve learned something about this chap named Henry. 

 

“God, how he hated these snowstorms.” This is closer still. Not only do 

we know he hates snowstorms, we’re wondering why he hates them 

so much. 
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“Snow. Under his collar, inside his shows, freezing his miserable soul.” 

Now we’re staring Henry right in the face. We’re in his head, feeling how 

he does. 

 

The closer the better, but ultimately it’s your decision.  
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Chapter Four 

Developing characters: playing the role of God 

 

It’s not an easy skill to come up with interesting characters. Some are 

conjured using aspects of the writer’s personality. Some are the 

antithesis of the writer. Some are based on real people. Before we get 

into the technicalities of character I wish to briefly discuss this process 

of crafting characters. 

Writers by their nature tend to be solitary beings. While admittedly 

time spent alone is enjoyable, isolation robs the writer of crucial ideas 

and experience. I never cease to be amazed by the people I meet. At the 

pub in which I work a man came in one night, bought two pints of lager 

and sat in the corner. While I was cleaning tables he called me over. 

“Those men have been staring at me all night,” he said. “I want you to 

do something about it.” I spun around. “Where?” I asked. “Them, by the 

bar,” he said. The people he pointed at were two men in their eighties, 

both called Paddy, both utterly harmless. Without writing him off as a 

nutcase I instead wondered what was going through his mind. Try to 

place yourself there. It’s certainly a different and unique perspective 

(we’ll discuss perspective in more detail below). 
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So what makes a character interesting? 

 A character that experiences conflicted morals, such as those 

forced to choose between right or wrong, or the lesser of two 

evils. 

 A character that can do something no one else can. Only Frodo 

with his untainted soul can take the ring to Mordor. Only 

Daenerys Targaryen can withstand raging flames. 

 A character that is out of their depth makes for an interesting 

read. So for example Prince Yarvi in Abercrombie’s Half a King 

admits he is the least able person to be King, but try he must. 

 Relationships with others. Is the character part of a gang of 

close friends, like James Barclay’s The Raven? Is the character 

in love with someone who they cannot be with? 

 A character that reminds us of ourselves. This is a good way to 

create empathy. The character may do something that the 

reader has always wanted to do, but is unable. That’s the 

beauty of fiction—endless possibility. 

 The character may be very proactive, something which will be 

discussed below. 
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 A character may have flaws. Not only do flaws enable the 

reader to connect with the character, it adds a whole other 

perspective to the struggles they go through.  

 Another thing that makes for an interesting character is 

humor. The Raven in Barclay’s books mock and joke with each 

other. It’s not an easy thing to accomplish, humour. It’s not 

restricted to dialogue too—incidents such as Laurel and 

Hardy-esque accidents make for good reading, as well as 

character’s reactions to things. Facial expressions, body 

language and the like. 

 

Perspective 

One thing experience gives you is perspective, and in my opinion, it’s 

vital to understanding people and how they behave and think, which in 

turn will give you more genuine, engaging characters. An example given 

by Brandon Sanderson, an idea he got from the late Robert Jordan, is to 

look at how two people perceive a bottle of water. A woman from the 

desert will look at it with reverence, treasuring, guarding and savouring 
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it. Whereas someone who lives by a river would regard it with 

indifference. 

Having a character with a unique perspective can really enhance a 

story. Not just that, it gives the writer a way to put their own twist on 

stories or tropes already bludgeoned to death. If we look at the classic 

good vs evil debate, one that never ceases to fascinate me, a person who 

does what we understand to be moral believes she is right. But an evil, 

depraved individual believes she is right to. Who’s to say who’s right and 

who’s wrong? We are guided by our perceptions, but what if those 

perceptions were warped? Experiment! Break moulds! A tool to help you 

do this is by using sliding scales. 

 

Sliding scales 

Sanderson says there are three core scales for all characters: 

competence, likeability and proactivity. Each scale links with the other 

two. Some examples: 
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Villains tend to be competent and proactive, but fall low on the likeability 

scale (unless your character is an anti-hero, like Heisenburg in Breaking 
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Bad). For example Darth Vader is hell bent on destroying the rebels and 

he’s pretty good at doing so. 

 

 

 

Everyone loves a trier, but as hard as they may try, never succeed. 

 

Let’s explore each scale in more detail: 

 

Likeability 

A good way to make a character likeable is by having other characters 

talk about them in positive ways. But strive for subtlety—what they say 
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must have relevance to the tale. It’s said if you want someone to like a 

character have them stroke a dog. If you want them to be hated, have 

them kick it, or worse, kill it. 

 

Proactivity 

We as readers naturally like characters that move the story along, that 

try their best. Frodo, for example, was extremely motivated to take the 

ring to Mordor and didn’t stop until he got there. A reluctant character, 

someone riddled by fear, or who’s content with their lot, would fall low 

on the proactivity scale. How can you make a character proactive? 

 They may have dreams or aspirations. 

 They may have an oath to keep, a promise to fulfil. 

 A character may have been forced into a difficult situation, one 

they must get out of. For example being enslaved or kidnapped. 

 A character may have a longing to explore, to break free. 

These are just a few; there’s many more. See what you can come up with. 
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Competence 

Most characters tend to be competent in one way or another. There’s the 

hapless village idiots, of course, that can’t do anything right (see scale 

above). Then you have characters that are competent in one particular 

area, like blacksmithing or archery. And then we have our legendary 

heroes, like David Gemmell’s Druss the Legend, who can single-

handedly defeat entire armies. But that’s not to say your average Joes 

can’t improve and develop some new skills. In fact, we love to see this 

happen. It’s a great way to grow a character (we’ll come to this shortly). 

Highly competent characters tend to be likeable. We enjoy reading 

about a master or expert going about their business. Yes, it can get 

tedious, but done well it works. Over twenty movies down the line and 

people still aren’t bored of James Bond saving the world, massacring 

henchmen and blowing shit up. Who doesn’t love watching Liam Neeson 

destroying half of Paris in Taken, Aragorn battling hordes of Orcs, or Pug 

from the Riftwar Saga destroying a planet? But highly competent 

characters don’t always have to be likeable, like Darth Vader, as shown 

in the villain scale above. 

You don’t have to limit yourself to these three scales. You could be 

more specific, even use them as a means of designing your character. If 
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you’re a fan of computer games, you could approach it like picking your 

character’s attributes in something like the Elder Scrolls games. 

 

Character growth 

Linked to the competence scale above is character growth. Characters 

that develop by learning new skills or overcoming hurdles are interesting 

and likeable. It’s also a great way of creating empathy—we overcome 

obstacles in our day to day lives all the time. There’s another tool to aid 

you with this. A development line, of sorts, known as ‘the everyman and 

the superman.’ 
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A lot of stories involve growth into supermen. And by starting off as an 

ordinary bloke, we can relate to that, again making the character 

empathetic. Generally, a story involving a superman tends to involve 

them saving the world. There isn’t much room for character growth 

because they’re already badass. They can however, fall like a redwood. 

 

Monologues 

You’ve got a character in your head, know what they’re about, what their 

purpose is, what they’ll achieve down the line. But write a story with just 

those things in mind and you’ll soon discover there isn’t much depth. 

One helpful way to overcome this is to write a monologue. Pen and paper 

in hand or keyboard at your fingertips, write down everything that pops 

into your mind about this character—possible names, appearance, likes, 

dislikes, relationships, history, hobbies, interests, abilities … the list 

could go on. Keep asking yourself questions until you can’t think of any 

more. And when you answer those questions, make sure the answer is 

coming from the characters. How do they phrase their responses? What 

tone do they take? It may sound odd, but it brings your characters to life.  

Most details you come up with may never be used in the story, but 

now you know that character as well as you know yourself. So when 
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they’re faced with a conflicting or difficult situation, you know exactly 

how they will act, what they would say, the language they use. Arundhati 

Roy said she consulted with her characters before making a decision as 

to which publisher to opt with for her latest novel. Personally I think 

that’s a bit too far, but it exemplifies the bonds that writers can form 

with their creations and the effect this has on the story and reader. 

 

A few last things 

If you’ve never read The First Five Pages by Noah Lukeman, you should. 

This excellent little book is written by one of the best literary agents in 

the game. He provides an insight into the things to avoid as well as 

solutions and exercises. I’ll briefly go over a few things to avoid—for the 

solutions you’ll have to buy it! 

 Don’t jump head first into the story without taking time to 

establish the characters. 

 Avoid cliché characters, like the Russian spy or the alcoholic 

policeman. 

 Don’t introduce too many characters at once. The reader’s mind 

will boggle. 
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 Make it clear who the protagonist is. 

 Make sure characters are relevant, even those on the periphery. 

If they’re not needed it uses up the reader’s energy. 

 Be creative with character description. A unique description can 

enhance a story. 

If you’re itching for more on character, I couldn’t recommend Brandon 

Sanderson’s lecture more highly enough, which is available on the Tube 

of You. 
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Chapter Five 

Writing effective dialogue 

 

Effective dialogue is crucial to an engaging story. Little or no dialogue 

can feel heavy going, make the eye lids flicker and ultimately make you 

want to stop reading. Too much dialogue though and you’ll find yourself 

needing a breath. Let’s explore. 

 

Presentation 

A good starting point is with presentation. This may sound a daft and 

basic tip, but use quotation or speech marks (“). It gives your manuscript 

clarity. A simple omission like this will see your piece rejected. You may 

notice some writers use a single quotation mark (‘) and some opt for the 

double (“). Historically in Britain the single quote has been favoured, 

and in America the double preferred. There’s no right answer, though 

double quotation marks give more clarity. For example if a character is 

speaking and quotes someone else, you can use single quotation marks 

to make it clear, for example: 
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“I can’t believe she called me ‘an ungrateful cow.’ She’s got some 

nerve.” 

 

Whenever a new character speaks dialogue should begin on a new line. 

This avoids confusing the reader, e.g.: 

 

“Who was at the door?” Nick asked. 

“A couple of Mormons,” Sarah said. 

 

It’s nice and easy to follow and doesn’t draw negative attention to the 

writing. 

 

If a character reacts to something another character says or does, the 

reaction should go on a new line, followed by dialogue. So for example: 

 

“We’re all sold out,” Dan said. 

Jim sighed. “Have you not got any in the stock room?” 
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Attribution 

An attribution, also known as an identifier, is the part of the sentence 

that follows a piece of dialogue, for example: “John said.” Brandon 

Sanderson has a few tips on attributions: 

 Put the attribution as early as possible. It makes it clear in the 

reader’s mind who is speaking. This can be done mid-sentence, such 

as: ‘”I don’t fancy that,” Milo said. “What else do you have?” 

Breaking like this works well if a character is going to be speaking 

for a few lines or paragraphs. You can also use an attribution before 

the dialogue, though there’s something about this which I find 

jarring. Used sparingly it works well, but too often just seems 

annoying and archaic. It’s all personal preference though. 

 Use beats, but not too many. What’s a beat? A beat is a reaction to 

something said or done. So for example facial expressions like 

frowning, smiling, narrowing of the eyes, a biting of the lip. There’s 

hand gestures such as pointing, clenching fists, fidgeting. And then 

you’ve got physical movements, like pacing up and down, smashing 

a glass, punching a wall. Use too many beats, though, and it’ll 

disrupt the flow. 
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 Don’t worry about using too many ‘said’s’ and ‘asked’s’. To the 

reader these words are almost invisible. What they care about is who 

exactly is speaking. 

 When a character first speaks refer to them by name, but after that 

it’s fine to refer to them as he or she, provided they’re still the one 

speaking. It’s even desirable to use the pronoun; repeating a name 

over and over can irritate a reader. 

 

One thing I’ve picked up from some of the great writers of dialogue, 

James Barclay and George R.R. Martin in particular, is, when possible, 

avoid using an attribution altogether. Less is more, as they say. If there’s 

only a couple of people talking, it should be clear from the voices and 

language of the characters who is speaking. Achieve this and your 

dialogue will flow like a river. 

Using constant attributions suggests you don’t trust the reader to 

follow what’s happening. Find a balance. Look for moments where it’s 

unclear who’s speaking and add an attribution there. 
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If there’s a conversation involving more than two people, 

attributions ought to be used whenever a different character speaks. 

Again, this aids clarity. 

On style, if you read a lot you may notice some writers say “John 

said,” and some use “said John”. I’ve often wondered about this. 

Sanderson is of the view that the character’s name should come first 

because that’s the most important bit of information to the reader. But 

the likes of Tolkien adopted the latter version. It’s all personal 

preference. You could even mix the two. 

 

Voice 

A character’s voice is an important factor in dialogue. Nobody speaks in 

the same way. Some people have lisps, some people say their ‘r’s’ like 

‘w’s’, some people don’t enunciate properly, say words differently, 

speak in accents, use slang, have a nasal twang. There’s so many 

variables. Strive to give your characters their own voice, and thinking 

about things like this will help you find it. 
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Language 

Linked to voice is the use of language. A person from a particular region 

might say particular words. So people from Liverpool, or scousers as 

we’re known, often refer to their friends as “lad”, for example “Hello, 

lad. How’s it going?” Or we also often use “sound” instead of “good,” 

for example: “How are you?” “I’m sound, thanks.” It adds layers to your 

story. But a few words of caution. Don’t overcook it. Clarity is always 

king. Make sure it’s easy to follow. 

The same goes for the use of accents, like “I’m goin’ for a smoke. 

Ye’ comin’?” If a reader is frowning in frustration, you’re doing it wrong. 

Instead, you could describe the way they speak instead rather than 

express it, or tone down the use of accents, restricting them to certain 

words, such as those ending in ‘ing’. In everyday dialogue we often miss 

off the ‘g’. 

Using commonplace phrases such as “Hi, how are you?” ought to be 

avoided. It’s pretty unoriginal. One way to get over this is to avoid 

detailing every line of the scene. No one will castrate you for leaving out 

the boring hellos. If anything they’ll shake your hand and clap your back. 
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Pacing 

A short and simple one. Dialogue increases the pace of the story. Don’t 

overuse it. As literary agent Noah Lukeman suggests, a writer must learn 

how to use restraint when it comes to dialogue, “to sustain suspense and 

let a scene unfold slowly.” 

Linked to pacing is the use of beats and description. Strive to let 

your dialogue flow. 

 

Passive voice is okay! 

You’ve probably heard that you ought to avoid using the passive voice. 

Well when it comes to dialogue it’s not always the case. It has its own 

chapter (chapter seven) in this book so I won’t delve into too much 

detail, but in brief, passive voice involves describing actions which have 

already occurred. The active voice involves the subject of the sentence 

performing an action. Active-action, passive-past. Using the active voice 

brings the story to life. Things are happening now. 
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Informative dialogue 

In his book on writing, Noah Lukeman says that one of the reasons for 

rejecting a manuscript is use of informative dialogue, or in other words, 

using dialogue as a means for conveying information, or info dumping. 

He says it suggests the writer is lazy, too unimaginative to convey the 

information in a subtler way. 

Most of the time when you overhear a conversation between two 

people you’ll find you understand little of what they discuss. But it’s the 

little details they reveal that are most interesting. Someone mentioning 

they went to the hospital for example. The person they’re with may know 

why they went, but you don’t. Give the reader pieces of the giant puzzle 

and leave them wanting more.  

Lukeman suggests a few solutions to mend instances of informative 

dialogue. One is to highlight pieces of dialogue which merely convey 

information and do not reveal or suggest the character’s personality or 

wants. Break them apart and find a way to let them trickle into the story. 
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Chapter Six 

Writing prose: Orwell’s clear pane of glass and the 

stained glass window 

 

Two styles of prose tend to dominate writing: clear, concise prose, 

referred to as ‘Orwellian prose’ or the ‘clear pane of glass’, and; florid, 

literary prose, referred to as the ‘stained glass window’. First we’ll have 

a look at each, before going on to discuss how you can achieve them. 

 

Orwellian prose 

George Orwell in his essay, Politics and the English Language, set out what 

he thought good prose ought to consist of, all the while attacking the 

political system for the destruction of good writing practices. He was 

very much against the over-complication of language, which at the time 

(1946), was the direction politics was taking, and unfortunately still 

takes today, but that’s a whole other topic. 

Orwell believed prose should be like looking through a clear pane of 

glass at the story unfolding on the other side. The writing should be 

invisible, drawing as little attention to itself as possible. The reader 
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shouldn’t have to stop to re-read a sentence due to poor construction, 

or stumble over a word used in the wrong way, or have to look up words 

they don’t recognise. 

Words should be chosen because of their meaning, and to make 

them clearer, images or idioms, such as metaphors and similes, should 

be conjured. He encouraged the use of ‘newly invented metaphors’ which 

“assists thought by evoking a visual image”. Orwell encouraged writers 

to use the fewest and shortest words that will express the meaning you 

want. If you can’t explain something in short, simple terms, you don’t 

understand it. 

A change in the language used provoked Orwell to write his essay. 

Pretentious diction, as he called it—words such as phenomenon, 

element, objective, eliminate and liquidate—is used to dress up simple 

statements. He blamed politics for this, and how politicians adopt hollow 

words and phrases, mechanically repeating them over and over until 

they become meaningless. I’m sure we can all agree we’re fed up of 

hearing such phrases. We’ve seen Theresa May butcher the phrase 

‘strong and stable’. Trump has a few, yes he does. ‘Make America great 

again.’ Orwell used ‘stand shoulder to shoulder’ as an example. These 
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phrases are vague and bland and do not evoke any imagery, and if you’re 

a writer, they’re things you ought to avoid. 

Orwell provided six rules to remember when writing prose: 

1. Never use a metaphor, simile or other figure of speech which you 

are used to seeing in print; 

2. Never use a long word where a short one will do; 

3. If it is possible to cut out a word, always cut it out; 

4. Never use the passive [voice] where you can use the active; 

5. Never use a foreign phrase, a scientific word, or jargon word if 

you can think of an everyday English equivalent; 

6. Break any of these rules sooner than say anything outright 

barbarous. 

So in summary, Orwellian prose is that which is short, simple and 

crucially, understandable. 

 

The stained glass window 

So we have our clear pane of glass, what then is the stained glass 

window? You can still see the story on the other side, but the stained 

glass is colouring it in interesting ways. Language and structure is florid 
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and creative. It’s used more in fancy literary fiction, and requires a 

mastery of language to pull off. Brandon Sanderson refers to it as the 

artist’s style of prose, whereas Orwellian prose he regards as the 

craftsman’s style. 

You’ve probably heard the phrase ‘purple prose’. This is an attempt 

at creating a stained glass window, but the description and structure is 

poor. 

A blend of the clear pane and stained pane can work well. Tolkien 

often adopted this, particularly with his descriptions, and other writers, 

Sanderson and David Gemmell to name but two, like to start chapters in 

a florid way before transitioning into the clear pane. It depends on the 

scene. In fight scenes for example, simple language is best adopted so 

the reader’s flow isn’t disrupted. When describing places, people or 

settings colourful language works well to liven up what would otherwise 

be quite mundane passages. 

My personal preference is toward Orwellian prose. Writing should 

be clear and accessible to all. Surely as writers that’s what we want—to 

have our stories read and enjoyed by as many people as possible. Having 

spent years working as a lawyer I know it’s not the case, and Orwell’s 

fears back in 1946 continue to materialise. In the end I regarded my role 
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as a lawyer as more of a translator of legal jargon. Writing should not be 

this way. So how do you achieve a clear pane of glass? 

 

How to achieve clear language 

 Resist the temptation to get fancy. We all do it, trying to sound 

more ‘writerly’. Only the other day I was going through a story 

of mine with a friend. I’d written the phrase “after thrice 

repeating the words,” and he pulled me up on it, and rightly so. 

“Why not just say ‘after the third time’?” he asked. Simpler, more 

effective. 

 Make good use of nouns and verbs, and refrain from indulging in 

adjectives and adverbs.  

 Show v Tell. Telling the reader how a character feels is boring! 

Show it! In my chapter on writing fight scenes will go over this 

in detail. 

 Behead the passive voice. See the chapter on the passive voice for 

more on this. 

 Try poetry and flash fiction. These facets of the craft will teach 

you how powerful a single word can be, how it can provoke 

images, emotions or memories in the reader’s mind. 
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 Cut the shite out. No, I don’t mean drugs. Remove unnecessary 

words that balloon sentences. Remember Orwell’s rule: if you can 

cut out a word, do it. When it comes to prose, less is more Take 

an example: 

He quickly crossed to the opposite side of the road. 

He crossed the road. 

 

 Be specific and concrete. Seek to conjure vivid images and avoid 

vague phrases. Orwell provides a wonderful example from the 

book Ecclesiastes of how specificity can create vivid images: 

“… The race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong, neither yet 

the bread to the wise, nor yet the riches to men of understanding, nor 

yet favour to men of skill …” 

 Pay attention to sentence structure, a.k.a. syntax. Sentences of a 

similar structure disrupt the flow and creates an awful rhythm. 

Short sentences increase the pace as well as tension, are effective 

at hitting home points, or signaling a change in tone. A short 

sentence I’d say is one less than half a line. Be warned: do not 
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overuse them. A short sentence packs a punch, and you don’t 

want to bludgeon your reader. For an example of short sentences 

used well, check out Anna Smith Spark’s debut novel . Then come 

the medium length sentences—half a line to two lines—which 

keeps the pace at a steady level. Anything over two lines and I’d 

say that’s a pretty long sentence. Long sentences are useful for 

pieces of description, slowing the pace or reducing tension. You 

can even be clever and use them to throw the reader off-guard. 

Watch out for your use of commas too and keep an eye on 

syllables. Read your work aloud to reveal these problems. 

 Trust your reader. At some stage we’ve all been guilty of holding 

the reader’s hand. Seek to create intrigue by withholding details. 

 Avoid clichés. It cheapens your writing and gives the reader the 

impression of laziness. 

 When constructing a sentence, Orwell states that a scrupulous 

writer ought to ask these questions:  

1. What am I trying to say? 

2. What words will express it? 
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3. What image or idiom (a group of words that establish a 

meaning that a single word cannot) will make it clearer? 

4. Is the image/idiom fresh enough to have effect? 

5. Could I put it in a shorter way? 

6. Have I said anything that is avoidably ugly? 

It may be a little arduous to ask yourself these questions when 

writing every sentence, but when it comes to editing they should 

certainly enter your mind. 
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Chapter Seven 

The dreaded passive voice 

 

The passive voice was something of a mystery to me when I first began 

writing. Once I learned about it, panic consumed me like realising I’d 

forgotten to lock the front door while boarding a plane. Everything I’d 

written up to that point was riddled with it, dripping from sentences like 

phlegm. No wonder the rejections piled up. 

“Why does this matter?” a question I often asked myself at the 

height of my frustrations. Unfortunately it does matter; it matters a lot. 

And the reason’s simple: prose written in a passive voice is slow and 

heavy going and provokes nothing but boredom. It’s a sign of the lazy 

writer. Prose written in the active voice, however, is more entertaining, 

energetic and full of life. Things are happening there and then, the 

reader seeing it all unfold. 

I really struggled to grasp the concept at first, and the reason for 

why, I believe, is because of where I’m from. The day-to-day language 

people from Liverpool use is full of passive words. So I embarked upon a 

quest to defeat the passive voice, and below I’ll share the things I’ve 

learned, as well as covering the instances when it’s in fact okay to use. 
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Active voice 

Let’s begin with the easy one. A sentence which uses the active voice is 

one in which the subject of that sentence is performing an action (i.e. a 

verb). Such sentences are more direct and vigorous, and as William 

Strunk Jr. said in The Elements of Style (a must read), it “makes for forcible 

writing”. Examples of the active voice: 

 

Layla                     fired                             the rifle. 

(Subject)          (Verb/action) 

 

Conchita   ran    away from the tarantula. 

(Subject)  (Verb/action) 

 

Emmanuel  pulled    back the curtain. 

(Subject)  (Verb/action) 

 

In each sentence, the subject (in these instances the person), is carrying 

out an action. Conchita ran, Layla fired, Emmanuel pulled. The verb, or 
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the noun, follows immediately after the subject. That’s the rule. 

Remember it. 

The subject isn’t restricted to just people. You could have animals 

or objects, like a car or a boat. Anything that performs an action. Keep 

this in mind: active voice = action. 

  

Passive voice 

Take a deep breath; here we go. A sentence written in the passive voice 

is one in which the action is being done to the subject by something else. 

For example: 

 

            The curtain was pulled back by Emmanuel. 

 

            The rifle was fired by Layla. 

 

In each of the above sentences, the subject (the curtain and rifle) is 

having the action done to it. Notice how the passive versions add 

unnecessary words to each sentence. Not good. As Strunk says: 
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“A sentence should contain no unnecessary words, a paragraph no 

unnecessary sentences, for the same reason that a drawing should have no 

unnecessary lines and a machine no unnecessary parts.” 

 

Notice too how much duller these sentences are. Never has the word 

‘was’ seemed so evil. There’s a few more passive words to watch out for: 

 Been 

 Am 

 Be 

 Are 

 Was 

 To be 

 Were 

 Is 

 Are 

 Being 

I made up an acronym to aid recall (it’s the best I could come up 

with; they’re hard letters to work with!): 
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WABAB WITAB 

“The name’s Witab, Wabab Witab.” 

  

Ways to combat the passive voice 

 Re-structuring sentences. If you find you have a sentence with 

the above words in, try restructuring it. Look to use a better verb, 

one that says everything you need to in just a word (they’re out 

there, somewhere, though sometimes it feels like the hunt for 

Atlantis). An excellent example from Strunk: 

Passive:           There were a great number of dead leaves lying on      

the ground. 

 

Active:             Dead leaves covered the ground. 

 

Twelve letters to just five! That’s serious news. Another thing to 

keep in mind when restructuring passive sentences is the subject. 

You could insert a subject if a sentence is lacking one. It’s an 

effective move. When doing so, try and be specific; it makes for 

more forcible, convincing writing. Another thing you could do is 
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move the subject to the beginning of the sentence. So in the above 

example ‘dead leaves’ is moved to the beginning to become the 

subject. Another example courtesy of Brandon Sanderson: 

 

Passive: The duet was sung by Mary and Joe. 

 

Active:  Mary and Joe sung the duet. 

 

 Combining shorter sentences. Another thing you can try is 

combining two short sentences into a longer one to eradicate the 

passive word. For example: 

Passive:         He walked across the street. It was wide, busy with 

traffic. 

 

Active:           He walked across the wide street, busy with traffic. 
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When it’s fine to use the passive voice 

Sometimes it’s necessary to use the passive voice, such as when you’re 

looking to slow the pace, reduce tension, or prolong narrative. Other 

times it just cannot be avoided. Passive voice is also fine to use in 

dialogue. As mentioned above, my day to day language is full of passive 

words. This is how people speak in reality, so the occasional passive word 

in your dialogue will give it a more genuine feel. 

 

“I was going to come over, but I wasn’t sure whether you were 

home.” 

 

One question to ask yourself when constructing a sentence is whether 

the subject needs to act at all. For example: “Gideon is a doctor.” The 

subject, Gideon, isn’t doing anything in this sentence so there’s no need 

to use the active voice. Like in this one too: “The sofa was comfy.” Again, 

the sofa isn’t doing anything. So in such instances passive voice is fine 

to use. It’s a question of necessity. Does this sentence require the active 

voice?  
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Chapter Eight 

The power of sensory writing 

Merely communicating how something looks or sounds isn’t enough to 

bring a story to life. Many people experience things through smells, 

touch and taste. In fact, these oft forgotten senses are some of the most 

powerful forms of description, things which can enrich a story and give 

it life.  

Let’s look at each of the five senses in turn, then go over some ways 

to get into the habit of using them. 

 

Sight 

One of the ‘base’ forms of description. Images form in our minds and we 

transfer them the page, or we describe things we see in reality. Yet it’s 

not as straightforward as it seems, unfortunately. It would be nigh 

impossible to describe every aspect of a scene, and even if you did 

achieve it, nigh impossible to read. The best writers, Dickens in 

particular, who was a master at this, pick the right details. The little 

things that can make the biggest difference. A passage from Great 

Expectations (the description of Jagger’s room) exemplifies this: 
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“There was a bookcase in the room; I saw, from the backs of the books, 

that they were about evidence, criminal law, criminal biography, trials, 

acts of parliament, and such things. The furniture was all very solid and 

good, like his watch-chain. It had an official look, however, and there 

was nothing merely ornamental to be seen. In a corner, was a little table 

of papers with a shaded lamp: so he seemed to bring the office home 

with him in that respect too, and to wheel it out of an evening and fall 

to work.” 

 

Jagger has yet to feature, yet we’ve gleaned much just from the 

description of his room, with the tiniest details, like the paper-filled 

table, revealing his nature and personality, all helping to characterise. 

Colour is another fantastic tool when it comes to sight. Use colours 

to portray emotions or themes, such as red for frustration or anger, black 

for death, white for purity or goodness. Using colour, particularly with 

themes, can add extra layers to your story. 

One thing which can be overlooked is body language and facial 

expressions. Much is revealed in people’s reactions. A particular word 

can send someone over the edge. Voldemort, for example. And capturing 

those reactions in your prose can help enrich that story of yours. 
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Sound 

It’s worth keeping in mind the reality of sounds. Something I learned 

not so long ago is that ducks don’t quack. Take some time to research 

things, and if you can, listen to them; don’t work off memory, and never 

make assumptions.  

To aid the clarity of your descriptions, try to use metaphors and 

similes, particularly if the sound is unusual. 

Another often overlooked thing is silence. Silence is an excellent tool 

to set tone or build an atmosphere. A noiseless forest. A still, foggy 

street. Eerie.  

Description of sound is also underused when it comes to people’s 

voices. Nobody sounds the same, and a person’s voice makes such a 

difference to how we form views of them. For instance, psychologists 

found the most attractive feature of a man is his voice. And I agree. If 

you think of a muscular Adonis, pecs and biceps gleaming in the sun, 

and then he opens his mouth and utters a few squeaky words, all of a 

sudden his appeal has gone.  
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Touch 

What can your character touch or feel? The scope of this depends on the 

nature of the scene, but for example imagine walking barefoot through 

a forest. The softness of moss between your toes, the cool slime of mud, 

the sharp pokes of sticks and stones. Details such as these draws your 

reader deeper and deeper into the story, enables them to experience what 

your character is going through, and above all, how they feel. Empathy, 

friends, empathy. Always seek to generate it. 

Touch is, in my view, one of the most powerful yet underrated 

senses, particularly in writing, and if you can convey it in an effective 

way, you’ll reap the rewards.  

Just as a brief exercise, close your eyes and pick something up. 

Describe how that object feels. What features does it have? The texture? 

Sturdiness? Width? Weight?  

 

Taste 

Taste is one of the more neglected senses—the one that sits in the 

corner, out of sight, out of mind. Like all of the senses, taste can enrich 

your tale. How many times have you said the phrase, “It tastes like …”. 

Your characters, more than likely, have experienced such things too. 
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Like smell, taste can serve as a trigger for memories. For example a 

husband who shared a love for apple turnovers with his deceased wife is 

reminded of her whenever he eats one. It can also trigger emotions. 

There’ve been times when I’ve eaten food that tasted so good I bounced 

with glee in my chair.  

It’s not an easy one to factor in, which is probably why it’s forgotten 

about. But adding the odd taste here or there again draws your reader 

deeper into your tale. 

 

Smell 

We at last arrive at smell, though its place is no reflection on its 

importance. We smell things all of the time. What can you smell right 

now?  

A smell helps us to form a judgement on things, such as whether 

something’s okay to eat. And crucially, smells can trigger vivid 

memories and emotions, vital tools to any writer. Take for example the 

smell of marihuana and how that can incite fear in some people, yet in 

others provokes feelings of happiness and peace.  

Here’s an example, from James Joyce’s Ulysses of how smells (and 

tastes) can enrich prose.  
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“Mr Leopold Bloom ate with relish the inner organs of beasts and fowls. 

He liked thick giblet soup, nutty gizzards, a stuffed roast heart, 

liverslices fried with crustcrumbs, fried hencods’ roes. Most of all he 

liked grilled mutton kidneys which gave to his palate a fine tang of 

faintly scented urine.” 

 

Using the senses as a checklist 

Something I’ve sought to do to improve my sensory writing is to include 

the five senses within the planning process. It’s good to save it until the 

end, when you’ve plotted out your story or chapter. Read over your plan 

and try and place yourself in the scene. Working your way through each 

sense, list everything that pops into your head. If you’re more of a 

discovery writer, in your subsequent drafts step away from your piece 

and see where some extra sensory details could be included. 

1. Sights. It’ll be unlikely that you need to spend too much time on 

sight, but always take time to think of things again. Can any 

little details be included? Specificity is a powerful tool.  

2. Sounds. Next, move onto sounds. Think of the likes of how a 

character’s voice sounds. If for example your piece features a 
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door, what kind of sounds could it make? Creak? Groan? Grate? 

Doors can make some crazy sounds.  

3. Smells. When you’ve covered your sounds, think of smells. List 

everything that comes to mind, even mere whiffs, which can be 

the most telling of all. Smells can provoke memories and 

emotions too, like the smell of perfume could remind a character 

of their dead lover, and that leaves you open to describe 

emotions (always think of ways to generate empathy!) 

4. Touch. What can your character touch or feel? How does the hilt 

of the sword feel in your character’s fingers? How does the touch 

of a vivacious woman feel to your lonely character? What 

information can be gleaned from the manner of a handshake? 

5. Taste. Lastly, what tastes, if any, can you include? Is your 

character eating? Can they taste blood after being punched in the 

cheek? Do they enter a room where the smell is so foetid they 

can taste it?  

Exercises 

You may well have come across these before. The more you practice, the 

more sensory writing will become ingrained in the way you write.  
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 One place, one sense. As the title suggests, think of a place and 

describe everything you can using just one sense. Challenge 

yourself. Pick a sense you feel you struggle with. Or choose one 

sense, then a different one.  

 Walk and write. Take a notepad and write five headings: sight, 

sound, touch, taste, smell. The next time you go out, even if it’s 

just to the shop on the corner, write down everything you 

experience. The touch of the rain or breeze, how the pavement 

feels underfoot, snippets of passing conversation you hear, the 

whistle of birds, how that warm and crispy sausage roll tastes.  

 Close your eyes and pick something up. This one was mentioned 

above, but it’s a powerful tool. Jot down everything you can think 

of. 

 Pick your favourite food and eat! This one’s more fun. Take 

chocolate for example. Savour each bite and write down 

everything from taste to texture, the sounds of it breaking in your 

mouth, and importantly, how it makes you feel! 
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Chapter Nine 

The how-to’s of world-building 

 

“I propose to speak about fairy-stories, though I am aware that this is a 

rash adventure. Faërie is a perilous land, and in it are pitfalls for the 

unwary and dungeons for the overbold.” 

J.R.R. Tolkien 

  

We read stories to become lost in new and unexplored worlds, ones filled 

with possibilities, mysteries, and oddities.  The world in which a story is 

set is therefore important to any tale, particularly so when it comes to 

science fiction and fantasy. 

We’ll first explore the how to’s of world-building, and then the how 

to’s of revealing your crafted world through your story. 

  

How to build a world 

It’s easy to become caught up in the world-building process. For some it 

consumes all of their attention, to the extent that they do a Tolkien and 
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for years do nothing but detail everything down to the smells of each 

flower. For others the world is a stage upon which the story takes place, 

revealing merely what exists around the characters. 

Generally, a story takes place either in the world we know, or an 

entirely fictitious world, sometimes known as a ‘second world fantasy.’ 

As the focus here is on fantasy, it’s the creation of the latter we’ll 

predominantly explore. 

  

Sanderson’s approach 

Author Brandon Sanderson has his own approach to word-building 

which focuses on two things: physical setting and cultural setting. 

  

Physical setting 

Physical setting encompasses the things that exist if humans—or 

whatever species your character is—did not exist. So for example: 

geography, flora, fauna, weather, cosmology, geology, laws of physics. 

In one of Sanderson’s own books, Mistborn: The Final Empire, the world is 

plagued by ash falls and dense mists which descend each night. Consider 

too Terry Pratchett and his Discworld books, which involves a world 

constructed on the back of a giant turtle floating through space. If you’re 
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struggling to think of things, try to remove yourself from your physical 

world. What if the sky was green and the leaves of the trees blue? 

  

Cultural settings 

This covers things influenced by man, or things that can be physically 

manipulated or changed, such as laws, politics, religion, government, 

language, structures, landmarks, philosophies, foods, music, fashion, 

folklore, weapons, technology, clothing, histories, rights, jobs, 

medicines … the list could go on. 

It would be impossible to write a book of readable length if you 

covered every one of these things, and these are but a handful. The trick 

is to pick a few of them and explore those in detail, perhaps bringing in 

other related settings in less detail. George R.R. Martin is an expert when 

it comes to this. He writes his own songs and poems, goes into great 

detail about the food the characters eat, like the ‘bowl of brown’ in Flea 

Bottom. Some of his most iconic scenes are those at feasts and balls with 

vivid descriptions of songs and meals. 

If you can, seek conflicts between the different cultural settings you 

choose to explore. This will liven up the story and create original angles. 
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It cannot be understated how crucial creating conflict is, and if you can 

intertwine conflict with your world-building you’re on the right path. 

Having a character that cares passionately about a setting also 

provides a vehicle for revealing much about it, such as a character that 

loves to cook, like Talon in Raymond Feist’s Riftwar Cycle. 

Again, have fun with cultural settings. Let your mind run free. 

Remove the shackles of reality. Anything is possible in a world of your 

own creation. 

  

Draw a map 

Drawing a map of your world, continent, region or city is a good way to 

help build up a world from scratch. Places will be grounded in your mind, 

giving you a more authoritative voice when you speak about them. It 

allows you to add crucial specificity too, something that will enhance 

your story no end. 

Your map doesn’t have to be a work of art like those of Middle Earth. 

It can be a crude outline of things. I’ve drawn one on the inside wall of 

my smoking shed. As long as it helps you understand the layout of 

things, it’s fine. You can get an artist to help you out later on, or you 
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could try some of the nifty websites out there that helps build a map for 

you.   

When drawing maps remember the laws of nature (unless you’re 

seeking to change them in your world). A river can’t flow uphill, for 

example. Brush up on your geography if you want to get things spot on. 

But remember, it’s a fantasy world. 

  

Ask yourself questions 

One way to help conjure a world is to ask yourself questions: who, what, 

where, when, how.  What type of magic exists in the world? How does 

someone gain the power to use it? Are there different kinds of abilities 

and spells? Is there a limit to how much magic one person can use? 

Such questions are invaluable. And don’t settle for the first thing 

that pops into your head. Push yourself to think of different options and 

possibilities. Keep asking ‘what if?’ And if you can’t think of an answer, 

worry not. Move on. Your subconscious will be working away on that, 

and one day the answer will, with a bit of luck, come to you. 

Check out the website of the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of 

America, where you’ll find lists of questions you can ask yourself when 

building your world. 
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Explore and research 

One of the best ways to come up with ideas for your world, I’ve found, is 

to get out into the real world and explore. There’s nothing more powerful 

than actually seeing rolling mountains, walking through forests and 

fields or busy city streets, hearing the noises of factories, the smells of 

the beach or a harbour. It allows you to write with experience. As you 

wander think of your own world. What twists could you put on things? 

Research is important to gaining a greater understanding of how 

something works. If rivers form a big part of your story, learn how they 

work, the different types of river, how tributaries and meanders are 

formed, and so on. Again this gives your voice more authority and gives 

you the tools to describe things with confidence and conviction. 

  

Build as you go 

If you’re feeling impatient and don’t fancy doing any of the above things, 

by all means build as you go along. Write your story, see where it takes 

you. You may reach a point where your character needs to go to a new 

city. You can then ask yourself questions. What kind of city is this? A 

thriving metropolis or a besieged ruin? What’s the population size? 

What’s the economy built upon? The downside with this approach is 
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you’ll probably have to revert to make sure it works, to ensure 

consistency and to fill in any gaps. 

 

How to reveal your world 

So you have your world, how do you reveal it to your reader? 

  

The iceberg 

The philosophy of the iceberg is to reveal a little of your world to the 

reader all the while holding back much more. Similar to the way with an 

iceberg we see only the tip, while beneath lingers much more. 
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Show the reader the view through the keyhole, make them want to 

beat down that door and see everything else. So how do you achieve this 

icebergian state? 

  

 By dropping hints. Show a little, then a little more, gradually 

removing the shroud surrounding your world. 

 Brandon Sanderson uses the term ‘maid and butler dialogue’. 

This means that characters discuss things they know about, but 

the reader does not. The reader is something of an observer. 

When using this approach, if you can, seek to use terms related 

to your world. So for example if your fantasy world is called 

Nagoya, a character could say: “What in Nagoya are you talking 

about?” Or you could use metaphors or similes with things from 

your world, like the tallest peak in the land could be named 

Devil’s Rock, and a character could say: “He’s as bloody tall as 

Devil’s Rock.” 

 Another way to reveal details is to introduce a character that’s 

unfamiliar with the world around them. New sights, smells, 

sounds. They’re exploring with the reader, and then you can 
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reveal the glorious details you long to share, like how each and 

every bloody flower smells. 

 Don’t info dump! By this I mean spewing onto the page every 

little detail that pops into your head. We’re all guilty of it. Much 

of the background information you include must be relevant to 

the story, though the odd little detour can work well. The reader 

doesn’t want to know the history of a city’s sewage system unless 

it’s pertinent to the tale. 

 Watch out for repetition. When revealing a world it can be easy to 

labour points or refer to things more than once. Constant editing 

and critiques from trusted sources can help fix this. 

  

There’s a right time to share 

One temptation is the feeling of wanting to ground the reader in your 

world from the off. First the reader must know all about the lore of the land. 

Only then will they understand the plight of my assassin priest hero. Bad idea. 

And don’t use a prologue to set out a hundred years of history. 

The best way, according to Sanderson, is to be sparse with detail 

during the first few chapters, keeping the focus on the characters and 

generating empathy toward them. Reward the reader with little details 
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as you go along, and later on, when everyone’s comfortable and engaged, 

open the door. 

  

Tools 

As always I leave you with a few tools you might fight useful: 

  

 There’s a subreddit dedicated entirely to world-building—

r/worldbuilding. Here you can post your ideas, discuss 

possibilities and get all important feedback.  

 An article over at FantasyLiterature.com entitled Tad Williams 

talks about world-building. Good reading! 

 A webinar on world-building with the editor of ‘The Martian’, 

Michael Rowley, which can be found over at blog.reedsy.com  
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Chapter Ten 

A guide to writing fight scenes 

 

There seems to be a few general rules of thumb for writing fight scenes. 

They are: 

 Blow by blow is boring; 

 Clarity is king; 

 Show v tell. 

Let’s look at each in detail. 

  

Blow by blow is boring 

  

“He swung left, then right, dodged a lunging blow from behind, rolled 

to the right, raised his sword to parry another attack.” 

  

A fight scene should not be a stream of blow after blow until everyone’s 

dead or retreated. Rather, it ought to be a portrayal of a character’s 

physical and mental state as they experience danger.   
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 In movies seeing every punch and kick, decapitation or shooting is 

sadistically entertaining. On the page it’s a different story. It slows down 

the pace significantly and makes for confusing, hard to follow passages 

which serve to frustrate the reader and make them skip the fight scene 

or stop reading altogether. 

That’s not to say you should avoid blow by blow. Used well, it reveals 

a characters’ skills or flaws. A good balance is to do a little bit of blow by 

blow, and then a bit of description, or if writing in the first person or 

third person limited perspectives, some thought or emotional reflection. 

An excellent writer of action is James Barclay. His Chronicles of the 

Raven series is worth checking out. Book two in the trilogy, Noonshade, 

contains some excellent fight scenes. For another good example we 

return to the father of fantasy, Tolkien. In book two of The Lord of the 

Rings the battle for Helms Deep takes place. Considering how epic the 

film version is you’d expect it to be a pretty big chapter. In fact at twenty 

pages it’s relatively short (the film added a few extra bits), and deals 

with a large, complicated battle expertly. Here’s an example from Adrian 

Tchaikovsky’s book Empire in Black and Gold: 
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“She started back as he ran at her, but her guard was up when he 

lunged, and she deflected both blades aside. He was quick, light on his 

feet and striking at her from all angles. She could fend him off 

satisfactorily but he had his offhand blade always ready for an opening, 

so bind and parry as she might she could not press the attack.” 

  

Clarity is king 

Battles by their nature are frantic affairs. Lots going on, many people 

involved. If it’s not clear what’s happening the reader will throw your 

book against the wall. The reason—they want to know what happens but 

the words won’t tell them! There are a few things you can do to achieve 

clarity: 

 If you’re writing about a large battle, map it out, particularly if 

there’s structures, cities or towns involved. In mapping you do not 

confuse or contradict yourself, and crucially, you do not confuse 

your reader. You’ll also have a much clearer picture in mind of 

what’s going on and where, allowing you to write with a stronger, 

more confident voice, crucial in scenes of such significance. 
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 Tone down the use of metaphors and similes. Use simple language. 

You can lose the reader with florid language in scenes where lots 

is going on. The reader just wants to see what happens! Battles are 

exciting for readers; your job is to make sure that page keeps 

turning. 

 Avoid the use of the passive voice.  

 Use short sentences. A short sentence increases the pace, whereas 

medium and long sentences temper it. It’s hard to get lost in a 

short sentence too, making it nice and easy to follow. If you’d like 

a good example of short sentences used well, check out Anna Smith 

Spark’s debut novel The Court of Broken Knives. 

 Be specific. Name locations, individuals, weapons. Not only will 

this enhance the scene, the reader will be drawn deeper into it, 

allowing them to follow what’s going on and experience the 

unfolding events. 

 

 

 

Show v tell 
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It’s easy to fall into the trap of talking about fight scenes rather than 

actually showing the action. As a reader, merely being told what happens 

is boring. We want to experience it. 

One of the things that other forms such as film and TV lack is the 

ability to show the reader how a character is feeling. Battles and wars 

are chaotic and brutal and those involved experience horrific things 

which stick with them forever. Explore such things through the thoughts 

of your characters. Ask questions: how would you feel as you stood on 

the walls of a keep as thousands of orcs charge toward you? Perhaps your 

character is indifferent to death and fear, even thrives on it. 

There are ways for you to do more showing and less telling: 

 Use the five senses. See the previous chapter for more on this. 

 Make your character connect with things going on around 

them, such as helping a comrade who’s about to be gutted, or 

targeting a specific enemy across the battlefield. 

 Make the character use resources around them in interesting 

ways. Perhaps they use a ballista to disrupt the charge of an 

onrushing foe. I always think of Legolas and how he used a 

charging oliphaunt to take out another. 
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 If you’re writing a large battle scene in which you wish to cover 

a lot, you could use numerous perspectives to reveal how 

things are developing across the battlefield. It gives a variety 

of emotion and perspective too, enriching the tale. I return 

again to James Barclay, who’s excellent at using perspective in 

battles. 

 The prolific author Brandon Sanderson says to avoid using the 

word ‘felt.’ I don’t see the big problem with it, though it does 

seem lazy. Show how it feels, rather than just saying it. If you 

have a sentence with it in, try thinking of different ways to 

show how your character feels. 

 You can use italics for introspective thought. I first came 

across this in George R.R. Martin’s writing, and a lot of other 

authors use it too. It’s an excellent way to get closer to a 

character, and a great way of getting around just telling 

emotions. 

  

  

A final few things 
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Break moulds 

It’s easy to get sucked into the ideas we’re familiar with, such as those 

we see on the screen or read about in the history books. The great thing 

about writing and crafting your own tales is the unlimited possibilities. 

You could write about a single battle involving a million people, or the 

siege of a giant fortress, like in David Gemmell’s Legend. Think of 

interesting and different places fights or battles could take place. Let 

your mind run wild. 

  

Tone 

Bear in mind the tone you wish to set. Is this fight going to be one of 

desperation? Anger? Helplessness? This is a very important influence as 

to how you write the fight, particularly in the emotional reactions of your 

characters and how it all pans out. 

  

 

 

Lifelike? 
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Make a decision as to how lifelike you wish your fighting to be. In 

medieval times if armed with a sword and shield a soldier held up their 

shield while swinging wildly over the top or side, all the while bashing 

forwards to try and push the enemy line back or break it altogether. 

Gracefulness was cast aside in such bloody warfare. Survival by any 

means was everything. 

Take the time to learn how weapons work. Assume nothing. Visit 

museums like the Royal Armouries in Leeds, historical sites like castles 

and keeps, even do a few archery or sword fighting lessons. Quite a few 

authors do. It’ll give you crucial experience and knowledge, allowing you 

to write with more depth and conviction. 

Battles don’t have to be lifelike, though. It could be like L.O.T.R.  

where highly competent characters cleave their way through entire 

armies. Consistency is key. 
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Chapter Eleven 

Becoming a better writer 

 

About two years ago I began writing creatively. Before that most of 

what I wrote was academic through studies and work. I’ve learned 

many lessons and this chapter is dedicated to how those lessons were 

learned. Some you’ll probably be sick to death of hearing, others you 

may not have heard before. 

  

Read 

This seems to be the most golden of all rules. As Stephen King said: 

 ”If you don’t have time to read, you don’t have the time (or the tools) 

to write.”  

Reading teaches you the craft of writing. You see the ‘rules’ and 

how they can be broken. You learn new words, new perspectives, 
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sentence structure, pacing—everything. All from reading. Another 

excellent quote, this time from George R.R. Martin: 

“The most important thing for any aspiring writer, I think, is to read! 

And not just the sort of thing you’re trying to write, be that fantasy, SF, 

comic books, whatever. You need to read everything. Read fiction, 

non-fiction, magazines, newspapers. Read history, historical fiction, 

biography. Read mystery novels, fantasy, SF, horror, mainstream, 

literary classics, erotica, adventure, satire. Every writer has something 

to teach you, for good or ill. (And yes, you can learn from bad books as 

well as good ones — what not to do).” 

As well as enjoying (or hating a story) it’s important to pay 

attention to the craft of how it’s written. If you’re unsure of a word, 

take the time to look up the definition and a few example sentences. 

With a critical eye observe word usage, syntax, structure, plotting. 

Approach reading a book as if you were editing it. 

To get through a few more books, you could try audiobooks. 

Stephen King says he listens to them while driving, a much more 

productive alternative to listening to Highway Star by Deep Purple for 
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the umpteenth time. There’s a website (and also an app), 

audiobooks.com, which has quite a few free ones. You’ve nothing to 

lose in trying it! 

  

Practice  

You must make time to learn your chosen craft. Even if it’s just a few 

minutes each day. With everything life has to throw at us it can be hard 

to find the time and motivation to write. But something is better than 

nothing. Every word is a step in the right direction. Don’t stop walking! 

Take a leaf out of Joanna Cannon’s book (excuse the pun). While 

working as a psychiatric nurse in an underfunded NHS she wrote her 

debut, bestselling novel, cramming in words before work, after work 

and during breaks! 

Remember, you’re practicing and improving. You can’t expect to 

splurge words onto a page and boom, you’ve got a bestselling novel. 

Allow yourself the freedom to experiment, to explore. 
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“The more you write, the better you’ll get. But don’t write in my 

universe, or Tolkien’s, or the Marvel universe, or the Star Trek 

universe, or any other borrowed background. Every writer needs to 

learn to create his own characters, worlds, and settings. Using 

someone else’s world is the lazy way out. If you don’t exercise those 

“literary muscles,” you’ll never develop them.” 

 Another great quote from G.R.R.M. 

  

Listen 

Lessons linger round every corner. But you must seek them. 

Everyone knows something you do not, and there’s no shame in that. 

Those that succeed listen. Begin with the basics, build from there. Read 

books on writing, watch lectures on Youtube, sign up for webinars, 

courses, workshops. Join forums or writing groups, discuss, share, 

critique. 

You’re learning a new craft, and unless you’re James Joyce 

reincarnate you must take time to learn. Carpenters, electricians, 
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doctors, lawyers go through years of training to master their fields. So 

must you. They say it takes 10,000 hours of practice to master 

something. That’s about 90 minutes a day for 20 years. A daunting 

prospect, but necessary. An example I always turn to in my times of 

doubt is my cousin’s band, The Vryll Society (excellent, if you haven’t 

heard them already. I’m not at all biased). For years they practiced 

every day and now they’ve played at Glastonbury, SXSW, as well as a 

load of other festivals across the globe, with an album due out in the 

coming months. Put in the work and trust that everything else will 

follow. 

I can’t recommend Brandon Sanderson’s lectures more highly 

enough. The focus is on fantasy and sci-fi but the lessons are universal. 

This is a full module of a degree on Youtube, taught by one of the best. 

It’d cost hundreds if not thousands to attend in person. Take advantage 

of it! 

One thing I’ll include in this heading is learning how to edit. If 

you’re going down the self-publishing route in particular, it’s crucial 

to learn how to do this. An invaluable step you can take is to join a 

writing group or partner up with someone who’s willing to edit your 
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work. There’s always something you’ll miss, that fresh eyes will pick 

up on. A great resource which has helped me no end with editing is The 

First Five Pages by Noah Lukeman, one of the best literary agents 

around. I also recommend Stephen King’s book On Writing, an accessible 

and very well written guide to the craft. 

 

Go out and experience life 

The world will whisper its secrets, inspire you. Go hiking, walk 

round your park. It gives so many ideas for the likes of plotting and 

characters. Catching a glimpse into the personal life of a stranger can 

provoke ideas, so can seeing an unusual building or landmark. At the 

weekend I went walking with friends and in the distance saw an obelisk 

upon a 1,300 foot hill. You can ask many questions about that, all of 

which may lead to a story. 

Seeing the diversity in the appearance of people is a great source 

for character development. It’s remarkable how unique we all look, 

something I certainly take for granted. 
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Always take a pen or paper, or make notes on your phone. Who 

knows when ideas will pop into your head, and boy do they disappear 

fast. 

  

Embrace failure 

Only in failing can we learn, understand and better ourselves. It’s part 

of the process. As in life, there’s highs and lows, but with writing 

there’s many more lows than highs. After being knocked back so many 

times, that occasional high is like ecstasy. 

 

Keep the faith 

This one’s linked to failing. No matter how down you feel, how ill-

motivated you are, how low your confidence may be, always keep faith, 

that flicker of hope alive. At your lowest moments remember this list 

and know that there are ways for you to improve, to succeed. Savour 

the little successes, as slight as they may be. A new subscriber to your 
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mailing list, a few lines of feedback in a rejection email, achieving your 

daily word count, even just writing a word (some days it can be that 

hard). The world may say no, but the only person who can quash your 

hope is you. 

 

Defeat procrastination 

 This is perhaps the most personal one of all for me. I’ll check my 

emails and 45 minutes later there I am scrolling through Twitter, a 

blank page before me. Remove temptations. Turn off the wifi, leave 

your phone in another room. Tackle whatever defeats you head on, and 

be bold in your steps. No half measures, as everyone’s favourite meth 

cook Heisenberg would say. Allow your mind to focus, to forget, to 

engage. 
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Chapter Twelve 

A few tips on editing 

 

For some writers editing is the most loathsome part of the process. For 

others it’s their favourite. Yet undoubtedly it’s the most important, and 

given the rise in popularity of self-publishing, it’s more crucial than 

ever to know how to edit your work. 

Entire books have been written on editing—I’ve listed a few you 

could stick your nose into at the end—but this week we’ll look at just a 

few of the best tips to help you with the editing process. 

“To write is human, to edit is divine.” 

Stephen King 

Put it away  

You’ve just finished your first draft and with pride you look back at all 

of your busy pages. In your mind it’s a masterpiece. Surely a Hugo 

award-winning story? 
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Let’s put the brakes on. 

Some write their first draft and think whatever pours out of them 

in the first instance is magic and should not be touched! If you can nail 

a first draft like that then I doff my cap to thee, but for the vast 

majority of us, a certain degree of editing is necessary. As Hemingway 

eloquently put it: “first drafts are shit.” 

Before you get down to revising, though, there’s something you 

need to do: put your story away for a while. 

“How long you let your book rest … is entirely up to you, but I think it 

should be a minimum of six weeks. During this time your manuscript will 

be safely shut away in a desk drawer, aging and (one hopes) mellowing. 

Your thoughts will turn to it frequently, and you’ll likely be tempted a 

dozen times or more to take it out … Resist temptation … When it comes to 

the correct evening … take your manuscript out of the drawer. If it looks 

like an alien relic bought at a junk-shop or yard sale where you can hardly 

remember stopping, you’re ready.”   Stephen King, On Writing. 

The point of King’s advice is to allow your mind to forget about 

your piece altogether, so when it comes to that first revision, you’re 
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coming at it with fresh eyes. You’ll notice spelling mistakes and 

inconsistencies that before were invisible, holes in the plot or jarring 

bits of dialogue or prose; new ideas that have been stewing in your 

mind will come to the fore; you’ll see areas lacking description, or 

notice over-description and info-dumping. With fresh eyes you can see 

and tackle all of these problems. 

 

Adjectives and adverbs 

 When I first began writing the effect adjectives and adverbs 

had on the reader was unknown to me. We strive to write 

beautiful, florid prose rich with imagery. But if a piece is 

riddled with adjectives and adverbs it can create problems 

for the reader, as literary agent Noah Lukeman points out: 

 A text filled with adjectives and adverbs slows the pace 

significantly. 

 When the writer fills in every last detail it can be demeaning 

for the reader, assuming they have no imagination of their 

own. 
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 When a series of adjectives and adverbs are used they detract 

from one another. 

 Adjectives and adverbs weaken the noun or the verb when 

quite often the latter are strong enough to stand on their 

own. 

 Writers that overuse adjectives and adverbs tend to use ones 

they’ve heard before, sacrificing originality. 

 Using too many adjectives and adverbs prevents the reader 

from making the story their own. A lack of detail encourages 

the reader to fill in the gaps. 

Take heed of this advice. Lukeman is one of the finest literary agents 

around. A piece riddled with adjectives and adverbs is one that can be 

easily fixed: 

 Undertake an exercise of cutting your adjectives. Take a printed 

copy of your piece and go through it with a highlighter. Does it 

look like a pensioner’s bingo sheet? Lukeman suggests three 

places to look to cut adjectives: (1) Places where more than one 

adjective or adverb is used. Remove all but your strongest, the 

most unusual. (2) Cut the clichéd adjective, e.g. “a hot day.” (3) 
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If you’ve used any unusual and interesting nouns or verbs, lose 

the adjective. Have faith in the noun and/or verb! 

 Consider replacing an adjective with a comparison, e.g. a 

metaphor or simile. An example from Lukeman: “He ran a 

clean, well-organised office.” “He ran his office like a ship.” 

The occasional use of a comparison enriches your prose, making 

it more relatable for the reader. 

 Think of stronger nouns and verbs to eradicate adjectives. For 

example: “He was a tall man.” “He towered over everyone else.” 

This isn’t to say adjectives and adverbs should be banished to the 

depths of hell. They have their place. Think of them as a fine seasoning. 

Add too much and it spoils the broth. Use the right amount and you 

achieve perfection. Adjectives are fine to use when describing people, 

places or events. Pick one beautiful adjective, unusual if you can, and 

let that do the work. 

Showing v telling 

This is perhaps one of the most important lessons a writer can learn. 

Don’t just say a character hates someone, show it in their actions. Do 
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their jaw muscles tighten? Do they clench their fists? A piece in which 

we are merely told about how a character feels isn’t engaging. While it 

seems that finding ways to show something uses up more words, it 

makes for a more enjoyable read. 

In showing us something, you can cut out sentences of info-dumpy 

description. Lukeman gives a good example. Rather than telling us a 

character is a crook, why not show him stealing a twenty pound note. 

Allowing the reader to read into these actions is infinitely more 

interesting and engaging. As they turn the pages, they’re piecing 

together the puzzle. 

To overcome this problem, consider the following: 

 Look for areas of excessive description, such as when 

characters are introduced for the first time. What can we 

glean from a character’s actions? 

 Replace information with actions or events. An example 

provided by Lukeman is to change a sentence which says that 

a character’s spouse is abusive, to one in which the spouse is 

attacking the character. 
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 When thinking of actions to include, seek to achieve some 

ambiguity. Did a character take a twenty pound note because 

they’re a crook, or because they’re hungry and desperate? 

Telling does have its place, however. Some things just have to be told, 

particularly when establishing a narrator or viewpoint. 

  

Active/Passive voice 

The passive voice crops up again. When writing first drafts it’s easy to 

slip into the passive voice. Check out my chapter for more details. 

  

Attend to major matters first 

The master editor Sol Stein recommended in his book, Stein On Writing, 

that when working through the process of editing, rather than working 

through it line by line, to focus on the major problems first. This, he 

says, is a more effective way of editing. 
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When revising line by line you encounter a mix of problems, from 

tiny to significant. When you encounter a major one, your attention is 

consumed by that and you end up re-drafting whole paragraphs and 

sections. When you’ve revised those bits, they’re in first draft form. So 

essentially you’re not working on a third or fourth draft, you’re 

working on bits of a first draft and bits of later drafts. This is how 

inconsistencies crop up, which cause even more pesky headaches. 

  

The opening paragraph 

With the opening paragraph you either win your reader or lose them. 

Philip Elliot, editor of the award-winning Irish-based literary 

magazine Into The Void, has the following words to say on the first 

paragraph: 

“The first paragraph is key, grab my attention, with either the beauty of 

the words or the intrigue of the action, preferably both. Ignite my 

curiosity. Give me a sentence to swoon over. Pull me into your world.”  
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If this is what an editor is looking for, the same goes for your 

readers. As well as lovely prose and intrigue, what else can you do to 

excite your readers? Having a good hook is one. A hook is something 

that grabs the reader, which makes them ask questions! In Raymond 

Carver’s short story, ‘Why Don’t You Dance?’ the piece opens with this: 

“In the kitchen, he poured another drink and looked at the bedroom suite 

in his front yard.” 

Why is there a bedroom suite in his front yard? What kind of drink 

is he pouring? Alcoholic? Why? From the off we’re asking questions, 

and we want to know more. 

Another way to create intrigue is with dialogue. When writing 

dialogue forget about the reader altogether. Live in the minds of the 

characters. They’re having their own conversation, the contents of 

which they know. They don’t need to explain to each other what a place 

they’re familiar with looks like, or who a person they know is. It’s 

more interesting for the reader to act as a fly on the wall, to encourage 

them to think about what’s being said, and again to make them ask 

questions! 
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You can experiment with the five senses too. An interesting smell, 

touch, sound or taste can hook a reader. Even an usual sight can 

provoke intrigue. 

Spend time on your opening paragraph, heck your opening page. 

It’s by far the most important of all, your one shot to win your reader 

over, to tie them down to your book. 

‘Kill your darlings’ 

 

“Kill your darlings, kill your darlings, even when it breaks your egocentric 

little scribbler’s heart, kill your darlings.”  Stephen King 
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You may have heard this before. What does it mean? 

You’ve written something you absolutely love—a beautiful 

sentence or passage of prose, a vivid description of a person or place—

and you can’t let go of it. It has to stay. But it just doesn’t work. Your 

reader doesn’t get it. It doesn’t fit with the rest of the story. And in 

keeping them we’re doing it for ourselves, the writer, and not the 

reader. 

So kill it. Or save it for later. But either way it must be banished 

from your story. Be ruthless with yourself. 

It’s not always easy to find these damn darlings. That’s why a 

crucial step in the editing process is to buddy up with a friend or fellow 

writer, or get your work critiqued by an editor, or even the helpful 

chaps on forums. They’ll tell you when something doesn’t work. And if 

a host of people say the same thing, then it really doesn’t work, as 

bruised as your ego may be. You don’t want to rid your story of it, but 

you must. 

Don’t incinerate those pretty gems, though. Save them in a word 

doc or scrapbook; they’ll find their place eventually. 
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Books on editing 

Here’s a few helpful books on editing: 

Stein On Writing, Sol Stein 

The First Five Pages, Noah Lukeman 

On Writing, Stephen King 

The Elements of Style, William Strunk Jr. 
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Chapter Thirteen 

A fantasy writer’s guide to … medieval archery 

 

Archery features heavily in fantasy; it’s one of the reasons why I love the 

genre so much. But I’ve learned—the hard way (always the hard way 

isn’t it?)—that doing your research when it comes to things such as this 

is necessary. Not only will you look like a genius for knowing crazy shit 

about bows, but you’ll have a tale enriched with pleasing detail. 

I’ve done a bit of that research for you, and below you’ll find a nifty 

guide to all things archery. 

 

The arrow 

 

The anatomy of an arrow 
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The nock is to hold the arrow to the bowstring. The shaft was sharpened 

into a point, or an arrowhead attached to the end. Early arrowheads were 

made from bone, stone or horn, with metal arrowheads like bronze and 

iron developed later. 

 

An ancient Greek/Scythian bronze arrowhead  

 

There were various ways of affixing the head to the shaft (I can hear your 

dirty minds working). An early method was using a glue-type resin made 

from plants. Another was a process known as hafting, which involved 

softening the shaft with heat or water so that slits could be cut in its 

heart. The arrowhead, carved in a suitable way, was then fitted into the 

holes. Another process was split-shafting. This involved splitting the 
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end of the shaft lengthwise, inserting the arrowhead, and securing it 

using sinew or rope.  

 

A split-shafted arrow 

 

Some lazy bastards just spat on the end and shoved it onto the shaft 

right before they fired, enough for the head to stay on the shaft and lodge 

in the body of an enemy. 

The feathers used in medieval fletching came from goose, turkey, 

duck, grouse, pheasant, even pigeons. Goose however, was deemed the 

best. This type of feather possesses oils which make it waterproof, to a 

certain extent. The size of the feather depended the purpose of the arrow. 
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White goose feathers used in fletching 

 

Arrows decelerate quickly once fired, and the velocity of an arrow 

was important in penetrating metal armour. Here’s a brief 

distance/damage guide to give you an idea: 

 From 80 metres an arrow would merely dent steel armour, and 

leave a knight feeling pretty invincible. 

 From around 30 metres away an arrow would puncture steel, but 

would cause only a bruise, the padded shirt, known as a gambeson, 

beneath the armour coming to the rescue. 

 From 20 metres away an arrow would penetrate clean and deep, as 

the French and Genoese crossbowmen discovered at the Battle of 

Crécy (1346)—a battle won by the longbow, and one worth reading 

about. 
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A depiction of the Battle of Crécy  

 

Arrows were stored in quivers made from oiled canvas to keep them 

dry.  

The only way to cleanly remove an arrowhead was to push it through 

the victim’s wound and out the other side. (I’m swallowing vomit here). 

If bone stood in the way, then depending on how good your doctor was, 

it was pulled free with forceps. 
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The bow 

The short bow emerged first, but, as the name suggests, it had limited 

range, and as a result, limited effectiveness in battle. The longbow 

changed archery and warfare forever. 

 

Anatomy of a bow 

 

Longbows were made from a curved stave of yew, ash, hazel, maple, 

and elm. Yew was deemed the best because it can withstand a great deal 

of tension. The strings tended to be made from hemp (taken from the 
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world’s favourite plant) because it’s strong, easy to manufacture and 

inelastic. 

The longbow was somewhere between five and six feet tall, and 

tended to match the height of the wielder to allow for a full draw. Like 

arrows, a bow was kept in an oiled canvas bag to keep it dry, not just 

hanging across a shoulder as we’re so used to seeing on TV. 

The shape of the bow was very important. There were a few different 

shapes: 

 

The recurve bow 

 

The recurve: a bow in which the tips curve away from the wielder. As the 

bow is drawn these curves straighten, and when loosed, snap back to 
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propel the arrow at a greater velocity. To achieve the shape the tips were 

boiled in water.  

  

 

The self-bow 

 

Self-bow: a simple bow made from a single piece of wood with the tips 

pointing away from the wielder. 

  

How the bow was used 

Mastery of the bow required a great deal of practice. Training involved 

lining up and aiming at markers set at various distances and gradients. 

A key skill was reading the landscape to note any dips, rises or 

obstructions. The objective was to create a killing zone, rather than 

aiming for specific targets. 

The act of notching the arrow to the bowstring is known as 

‘nocking’, and with this speed was everything—definitely not like me, 

fiddling for minutes just to get the arrow on the string, all the while 
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profusely cursing. The arrow is then ‘drawn’ back, the string tightened. 

To keep it taut an archer had to be physically strong, with power 

generated from the muscles of the back. ‘Loose’ was the order to fire. 

“Nock, draw, loose.” 

So speed was important, and to accelerate the process in battle, 

arrows were stabbed into the ground before the archer. 

Archers had to be mobile too. If shit hit the fan they had to move 

and adapt. Heavy armour was spared, with the emphasis on lightness 

and portability. If archers did get caught up in close combat most were 

armed with a blade of some kind, a popular one being a falchion—a one-

handed, single-edged sword, similar to a machete, but with a cross 

guard. 

 

Falchion 
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Mounted archers became popular during the Iron Age, with the 

earliest depictions coming from the Parthians of Iran. If you thought 

firing an arrow while standing still was tricky, how about firing one from 

a charging horse. 

 

Mounted Parthian archer 

 

Mounted archers provided a massive tactical advantage, able to 

harass the flanks of foes, cause disruption and confusion, and inflict 

casualties. The Parthian shot, as it was known, was a tactic which 

involved retreating from an enemy while turning the upper body and 
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shooting backwards. Mounted archers were, however, pretty weak 

against a large force of foot archers, who had a much swifter rate of fire, 

as well as a bigger target to aim for. 

  

The crossbow 

Compared to the traditional bow, the crossbow was cumbersome. It was, 

however, easier to shoot and packed a hell of a punch. From close range, 

armour may well have been made from butter. 

 

The anatomy of a crossbow 

 

Some medieval crossbows were crafted with horn and sinew, as well 

as wood. Horn can take great strain, and sinew, such as that of the neck 

tendon of an ox, becomes stringy when hammered. 
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The biggest downside to the crossbow was the length of time it took 

to reload. With some of the earliest crossbows, the user had to sit down 

and pull the string back to load the bolt. A totally ideal method in warfare 

… Devices were crafted to increase this already swift reload speed. A rack 

and pinion—a winch-type contraption—was one such device. Another 

was a belt attachment which pulled the string back. Larger crossbows 

possessed another type of mechanism known as a windlass. 

 

Rack and pinion 
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Windlass crossbow (tiring work, as his face suggests) 

 

The crossbow was a weapon rarely used by the common folk. They 

were high-tech devices in their time, like the floppy disk in the 

seventies, and as a result cost a pretty penny. 

In warfare crossbowmen hid behind a large shield known as a 

pavise. As you can see in the picture below, one man held up the shield, 

while the crossbowmen worked away behind.  
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As well as shields, crossbowmen, and archers too, tended to be 

protected by pike or bill men who formed defensive positions around 

them, known as hedgehogs, a tactic used to counter cavalry attacks. 

 

Try charging through that 
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Chapter Fourteen 

A fantasy writer’s guide to … medieval armour 

 

We all love a character with a unique set of armour: the baresark Rek 

from Gemmell’s Legend with his enchanted armour of bronze, or Tomas 

from Feist’s Riftwar Cycle with his gleaming white armour which gifted 

him incredible power. Although such armour exists, unfortunately, in 

fantasy worlds, it’s important to understand how things work in the real 

world, even at a basic level. This guide will hopefully arm you with what 

you need to enrich your tales. 

The development of heavy armour kicked off during the Hundred 

Years War between the English and the French. English archers were 

butchering the French with arrow storms. The French had to do 

something, and so an arms race ensued. Weapons were built to defeat 

armour, and armour built to withstand weapons. A vicious cycle with 

vicious motives. Let’s have a look at a few types of armour. 
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Chain mail 

Mail was one of the first types of metal armour developed, arguably by 

the Celts, though other sources say its origins came from Eastern Europe. 

 

A depiction of a Celtic warrior in mail 

 

A coat of mail was a complex web of metal rings, each locked with 

an iron rivet. Such coats were made from brass or iron, though steel was 

deemed best due to its toughness.  
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A coat of mail 

A jacket or coat of mail was usually worn with a hood, or coif, of the 

same material to protect the head and neck.  

 

A chain mail coif 
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As time marched on, small plates of leather or iron were added to 

the mail to protect key areas, such as the vital organs.  

 

A coat of chain with plates of iron 

 

Mail was particularly effective against glancing blows. In battle, 

you’re trying to strike a moving target, so mail was sufficient as most 

blows were glancing ones. Clean, powerful strikes were needed to disable 

a foe wearing mail. Blunt weapons were effective, causing 

haemorrhaging and concussion, so padded garments known as a doublet 

or gambeson were worn underneath to provide added protection. 
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Mail was lightweight and flexible. Good for the mobile warrior. It 

was pretty easy to make too, though laborious, and easy to repair. 

Another benefit to chain mail, a point which can slip the mind of writers, 

is that it was cheap and efficient, able to accommodate different sized 

warriors, unlike expensive plated armour, to which we now turn. 

  

Plated armour 

Most picture the knight when we talk about plated armour—rigid iron 

men that can withstand all manner of blows. Something like this:  

 

Armour of a knight 
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As you can see, a knight’s armour is made up of a lot of different 

pieces. It took a while to get ready, with the help of somebody else 

needed, usually squires, who began with the feet and worked up from 

there.  

Both doublets and chain mail were worn in conjunction with plated 

armour for that added protection, particularly for areas plate could not 

cover, such as arms and the groin.  

Coats of plated armour soon came about, which consisted of a series 

of plates linked on top of one another. They could withstand high 

velocity strikes from a javelin or lance, driven home by somebody 

charging forwards on horseback. Only the most powerful strikes could 

pierce such armour. They looked something like this:  
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One of the main defensive strengths of plated armour came from its 

curved design, which deflected both blades and arrows. As with mail, 

steel was the best material due to its hardness, which was obtained by 

heating the steel to extreme temperatures and then submerging it into 

cold water, a process known as ‘quenching’. You may have seen steel 

workers doing this after forging the likes of blades and horse shoes.  

Once quenched, the steel was re-heated to make it more resilient. 

Heating to the perfect temperature was key. In pre-thermometer times 

this was difficult as you can imagine, so instead, armourers observed the 

colour of the heated steel. When heated, steel turns from yellow, to 

brown, to blue, to red. Once blue, it is quenched a second time, 

permanently fixing its hardness. Arrows will bounce off steel crafted in 

such a way—unless from close range. 

Wearing a suit of armour was like being in your own private world. 

The senses were deadened: sight limited, sound muffled, breathing 

stifled (depending on the type of helmet). It would have been extremely 

warm too. But it provided an odd sense of security. Fully geared up, you 

were a walking fortress.  

With all that armour, it’s often assumed the medieval knight was 

immobile. Not quite. Each suit of armour was tailored to the individual. 
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The aim was not to cause any impediment to movement. A warrior had 

to fight the enemy, and to fight his armour as well would be too 

distracting. The pieces of armour around the vital organs—the chest and 

head—were thicker and heavier than those on the arms and legs to try 

and reduce weight as much as possible.  

Armour therefore wasn’t that heavy—a suit of armour weighed 

approximately 50 pounds, which is around 3 to 4 stone. If a knight fell 

from a horse, he could quite easily pick himself up, not stuck on the 

ground like a tortoise knocked on its shell. 

 

Help … 

 

The appearance of armour was a big deal for knights who sought to 

flaunt their status. Chest plates had grand etchings. Pauldrons, 

gauntlets, and even leg armour were fashioned into elaborate designs. 

Here’s a few examples.  
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Helmets 

Helmets were arguably the most distinctive feature of an armoured 

knight. Some had pointed snouts, the purpose of which was to deflect 

arrows when walking into arrow storms. The eye slits were narrow to 

prevent all sizes of arrowheads from finding their way through. Vision 

in such helmets was extremely limited, but this was the cost of added 

protection. 
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The front part of helmets, or the visors, were there to raise or open 

so the wearer could breathe during taxing hand to hand combat, or scan 

around the battlefield. 

Some helmets had chain attached which hung around and protected 

the neck, called an aventail, and most were padded inside, for added 

comfort. Who doesn’t like being comfortable when killing? 

 

Aventail helmet 

  

As with body armour, great efforts were made with the designs of 

helmets. Here’s a few different types: 
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Other types of armour 

We mentioned gambesons above. These were worn on their own by those 

wanting greater speed and flexibility, but also by those unable to afford 

stronger armour. The padded material could absorb blows from blunt 

weapons and provided some protection from cuts, but against well 

forged weapons they were useless.  

Another type of cheap armour, one up from gambesons, was boiled 

leather, also known as cuir bouilli. Strips of leather were boiled in water, 

though some sources record oil and wax being used, and even animal 
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urine. Reeking of piss on the battlefield was another weapon in the 

arsenal I suppose. Leather could be stitched into coats, or added to mail 

to provide added protection.  

 

Celtic leather armour 

 

And let’s not forget the trusty steed. As knights became fully 

armoured, so did their mounts. Some wore a trapper – a covering of full 

chain mail—and down the line, some horses even had their own plated 

armour. Expensive indeed, and heavy—stronger horses had to be bred 

to handle the weight. 
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Imagine this charging right at you 
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Chapter Fifteen 

A fantasy writer’s guide to … medieval weaponry 

 

The development of weapons in the Middle-Ages resulted from the 

advancement in armour. The trusty sword was no match for the walking 

tanks that were knights, unable to pierce, smash or crack the plated 

armour they covered themselves with. In fact, a shortsword, thrust at 

arm’s length with both hands, could puncture plated armour by a mere 

inch—and the blade would be stuck there too. So weaponsmiths the 

world over went back to the workshop to devise weapons to defeat the 

armoured warrior. Let’s take a look at some of them. 

  

Falchion 

This weapon has cropped up before when we looked at archery. 
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Falchion 

 

The falchion was a singled edged blade, around 24 to 30 inches long 

and weighing around 5 to 8 pounds, which is a little lighter than a large 

bag of sugar. 

The falchion was designed to combine the technique of a sword with 

the weight of an axe, and proved very effective against chain mail, able 

to cleave right through it. When faced against plated armour however, it 

ran into sticky ground. Like the shortsword, the blade would lodge into 

the armour, and a wielder unable to yank it free would present his 

armoured foe with a glorious opportunity to kill them. 
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Broadsword 

Also referred to as the basket-hilted sword, this was a blade that had a 

broad base before narrowing into a wicked, sting-like point.  

 

Basket hilt broadsword 

 

The purpose of the basket hilt crossguard was to give some protection to 

the hand. A skilled wielder was required, and a skilled bladesmith too—

the finest steel had to be used, otherwise it would shatter in combat. 

 

Broadsword 
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The broadsword inspired the development of a blade known as the 

estoc, also known as the English tuck. This lengthy blade had a signature 

cruciform hilt requiring two hands. It was edgeless with a sharp point 

designed to pierce armour. It was however, a little impractical in the 

bloody heat of battle. 

The estoc holds similarities to the rapier and sabre, both weapons 

more at home in the realm of fencing than on the battlefield.  

 

Estoc 
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Rapier 

 

Sabre 

  

Mace 

One of the ways to defeat plated armour was by crushing it, and that was 

something a mace could do. It developed out of the crude, yet effective 

wooden club, and was at one time favoured by priests who preferred 
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weapons that did not draw blood (but crushed skulls instead. Yeah, real 

holy, guys.) 

 

Mace 

 

The mace came in a variety of styles. Some were spherical or oval, 

covered in spikes or ribs. They tended to be made from steel, weighing 

between 4 and 6 pounds, which is about the weight of a table lamp—

lighter than you think.  

 

Spiked mace 
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Flanged mace 

 

A blow to an unarmoured foe would be lethal, and against plate 

would certainly cause concussion, bruising, or even haemorrhaging. It 

was designed for close, aggressive combat, used in accompaniment with 

a shield. It could even deflect blows from swords. 

On its own, however, it wouldn’t be enough to kill an armoured 

enemy. Knocking them to the ground was the aim so they could be 

finished off quickly with a dagger through the visor, eye slit, or weak 

spot, such as behind the knees, armpit, under the breast plate or if you’re 

a cruel bastard, the groin. 
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The flail 

Similar to the mace, the flail was also a weapon inspired by its cruder 

predecessors. It was an ancient agricultural tool, consisting of a wooden 

club hinged to a long staff by rope or chain. Some sadistic prick decided 

to replace the club with a spiked ball, and voilà, you have yourself a 

killing machine.  

 

Flail 

 

In the medieval military world it became known as the ball and 

chain, and many variations were developed, the most common being the 

above: single-handed with a handle of about 3 feet in length and a reach 

of around 2 to 4 feet. The chain at the end was to wrap around the wrist. 

It had the lovely nickname ‘The Holy Water Sprinkler’ (bloody priests at 
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it again). Some variations even had two or even three spiked balls at the 

end. 

 

This was a dangerous weapon, not just for a foe, but for the wielder 

too. The swinging arm had to remain extended at all times, and that ball 

had to keep on swinging—the higher the speed the easier it was to 

control, paradoxically.  

Coming up against it must have been terrifying, with one eye on the 

spiked ball flashing left and right, and the other eye on the wielder. It 

did however make for a rubbish defensive weapon, unable to deflect 

blows, and if the swinging stopped for a moment, your foe had a chance 

to attack. It was bloody exhausting to use too. 
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Warhammer 

This weapon was also inspired by cruder versions, the wooden mallet in 

this case. The warhammer had two different features: a flat head—the 

hammer side if you will—which with some variations had serrations to 

bite into armour, and; the other side which consisted of a long narrow 

spike, known as ‘The Crow’s Beak’, designed to puncture plate. 

 

Warhammer 

 

It was light enough to carry one handed, most effective in quick 

combinations—a blow to stun with the hammer, followed by a ruthless 

puncture. 

As with all weapons designed to pierce armour, it had its downside. 

The wielder had one chance to land the killing blow. If the point became 
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lodged your foe had a nice opportunity to strike back. Killing is never 

straightforward, is it? 

  

Spears 

Spears, in short, were useless against plated armour. The points lacked 

the sharpness to pierce and couldn’t generate enough power to 

penetrate. The long wooden shafts could also be sliced by blades.

 

Spear 

 

The Germans took these problems into account and developed an 

interesting weapon called the ahlspiess, which translates to the ‘eel 

spear.’ It was around five feet long, weighing around 8 and 10 pounds. It 

consisted of a sharp point at the end of a slender blade, with a cross 

guard and wooden haft.  
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Ahlspiess 

 

With this weapon the wielder could aim for weak spots in armour, 

or pierce right through it. The downside was that it was pretty heavy, 

with all the weight at the business end, and it was two handed, so 

defensive options were limited. 

  

Billhook 

We come to probably my favourite of all these oddities: the billhook. 
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Billhook 

 

As with a lot of these weapons, the billhook began its life as an 

agricultural tool, one that’s still used today. 

It consisted of a long, single-edged blade with a curved end, 

branching off into a spike. At the back of the blade is another, smaller 

spike, known as a fluke. It was around 6 to 8 feet long and weighed 

around 10 pounds. 

Being an agricultural tool it was quite easy to make. This weapon 

provided flexibility in the attack, able to thrust, slash and deflect. 

Perhaps the most effective feature was its ability to hook onto armour. 

It was capable of deadly combinations with the top spike able to 

pierce plate if used with enough force. The fluke at the back was also 
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used for stabbing. The billhook was also very effective against cavalry, 

able to sweep riders from their saddles. 

The downside was it required two hands, so parrying was important 

to make up for the lack of shield. If a blow was blocked, it had to be swept 

away. It was also pretty useless against thrusting blows. 

  

Shields 

When you think of a shield you think of its ability to block projectiles and 

blows, but in fact it was quite an effective offensive weapon. 

Shields have been around for over 4,000 years, still used today by 

the police. Over the course of this period they’ve had to contend with lots 

of different weapons—arrows, javelins, throwing axes, heavier Dane 

axes, maces, swords … the list could go on. Two qualities were necessary 

from a shield: strength and lightness. 

To achieve this magic combination a variety of materials were used. 

One of the earliest was linden wood. This material is extraordinarily light 

and flexible. Linden shields were held together with a glue made from 

cheese, of all things. Unsurprisingly, they didn’t last long in battle, 

shattering when struck by arrows, or any blow for that matter. 
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Shield made from linden wood 

  

To achieve extra strength, linden shields were wrapped in the 

untreated hide of a cow—it had to be from a cow, much tougher than 

sheep, for example. This did however add a fair bit of weight, but could 

absorb blows from projectiles, but against heavier attacks shattered. 
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The shape of a shield was important to its strength. Lenticular—like 

the lens of an eye—provided the flexibility a shield needed to stop from 

shattering. 

 

Lenticular shield in construction 

Other shapes include much smaller, circular shields, known as the 

buckler. It was used almost as an extension of the wrist, useful for 

deflecting blows rather than blocking them head on. It could also be used 

as a steel fist. 

 

12 inch buckler 
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The kite shield was introduced by the Vikings with clever purposes 

in mind. During the Battle of Hastings, the Anglo-Saxons stood firm 

with their shield wall, something we’ll come to shortly, so a tactic 

adopted by the Vikings was to have cavalry charge at the wall, hurl 

projectiles, then beat a retreat. The kite shield provided protection to the 

flank of both mount and rider as they charged and fled. 

 

Kite shield 

 

We return to the shield wall, perhaps the most effective use of 

shields in history. It was capable of being taught to individuals with no 

military experience in a short space of time, and proved difficult to break 

down. It was the primary military tactic in Anglo Saxon Britain. 
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A line of warriors stood abreast with shields interlocked, one 

overlapping the other. If someone tried to pull a shield forwards it 

wouldn’t move. Likewise if they charged it stood strong. It did however 

require incredible teamwork. If a single gap in the wall appeared, the 

floodgates opened. 

There were different tactics for the shield wall. A straightforward 

line could be adopted, though this was vulnerable to flanking 

manoeuvres and cavalry charges. To counter this, the line could be 

moved into rows, forming a dense formation. If a horse charged into the 

fray, they’d lost their momentum, become trapped and quickly killed. 

A tactic to defeat the shield wall was known as the ‘Boar’s Snout’. 

This involved a narrow charge into one section of the wall, pushed 

forwards by the men rushing behind. The idea was to burst open the wall 

like a blister.  
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